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PAME (OTOMI) PHONEMICS AND MORPHOPHONEMICS 
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0. Pame1 is a language rich in phonological 
features. Special attention of the reader is 

1 Pame is spoken by small groups of Indians in 
central Mexico, nearly all of whom live in the state 
of San Luis Potosi. This paper treats that dialect 
of North Pame spoken in and around the mono- 
lingual center of Santa Maria Acapulco, close to 
the southeast border of the state. By far the 
largest dialect group, they number approximately 
1500. (They themselves prefer to  be called Chichi- 
mecas, but they must not be confused with the 
group of 300 Chichimecas-"Chichimeca Jon4s"-
of the state of Guanajuato.) 

The present extent of the tribe has been in- 
vestigated by Antonio de la Maza, and reported 
in La Naci6n Pame, Boletin de la Sociedad Mexi- 
cans de Geografia y Estadistica 63. Nlim. 2495- 
575 (1947). He gives the following information: the 
South Pame dialect is still spoken by some 300 
Indians (many of them mixed with the Otomies), 
around Jiliapan, Tilaco, Pacula, Misi6n, Deconi, 
and El Doctor, near the border between the states 
of Hidalgo and Querbtaro; dialects of North Pame 
are spoken in the state of San Luis Potosi by 1300 
Indians a t  Santa Maria Acapulco, 95 percent 
monolingual; by 600 bilinguals in the region of La 

called to the unusual vowel system, the 
heavy consonant clusters, the great variety 
of syllable patterns, the combination of 
tone and stress, and the wealth of morpho- 
phonemic changes. 

The segmental phonemes include 22 
consonants and 5 vowel^.^ Of these, f occurs 
only in a few borrowed Spanish names and 
in the loan word kaf6 cogee. The supraseg- 
mental phonemes include nasalization and 
three phonemes of tone-stress. Examples are 
cited in phonemic transcription, using the 
symbols listed in the following charts of 
segmental phonemes. 

Palma; by 300 a t  Alaquines, mostly bilingual; a t  
Ciudad del Maiz there are 250,80 percent of whom 
speak only Spanish. At Naola in the state of 
Tamaulipas he found two individuals who still 
remembered some words of Pame, while many 
others in the vicinity spoke of their grandparents 
who had known the idiom. Dr. de la Maza esti- 
mates the total number of Pames a t  about 3000. 

Data for this paper were collected during a 
series of field trips from 1945-55 under the auspices 
of the Summer Institute of Linguistics. My princi- 
pal informants were Sra. Ascenciona Dur&n de 
Garcia, over 50 years of age, who can speak a little 
Spanish, and Sra. Juana Montero de Rodriguez, 
about 35 years of age, who is completely mono- 
lingual. Though living only a mile apart their 
pronunciation of certain final consonant clusters, 
as well as some grammatical forms used, represent 
two different speech varieties, which will be 
designated (A) and (J),  respectively. 

Grateful acknowledgement is hereby made to  
Anne Blackman Olson, my collaborator in the 
early stages of the investigation; and to Kenneth 
L. Pike and Eunice V. Pike of the Summer Insti- 
tute of Linguistics for their training and helpful 
suggestions. 

2 My present analysis leads me to a phonemic 
transcription which differs slightly from that used 
by my colleague Donald Olson in his "Mode-
Aspect-Person Inflection in Pame", submitted 
to IJAL. 
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1.0. Units larger than the phoneme need 
to be defined for Pame since allophones of 
both consonants and vowels depend upon 
their distribution in the word and syllable, 
and since the distribution of consonant 
clusters is significant within the word, while 
the distribution of vowel phonemes is sig- 
nificant within the syllable primarily. 

1.1.A word in Pame may be defined 
phonologically as a minimal utterance. A 
simple word has one and only one phoneme 
of tone-stress. Compound words may have 
two phonemes of tone-stress. Three words 
have been recognized as compounds: s6- 
ska?Ai ten (from se which and ska?bi my 
hands), kiqgyBmbhep half (from kiqgyb?p 
inside, middle and mkhep unidentified 
morpheme), Ei-mhs drizzle (from Ei -

AND MORPHOPHONEMICS 

Clitics are without tone-stress, except for 
the alternate mmba of the postclitic mba it is 
probable. The stressed alternate mmba 
occurs when there is no preceding word on 
which it may lean, that is, in utterance ini- 
tial position. In terms of minimal utterance 
and tone-stress, clitics are part of the fol- 
lowing (or preceding) word; but in terms of 
permitted phoneme sequences and allo-
phonic distribution of /a/, the proclitic ma 
acts like a separate word. Clitics are written 
preceded and followed by space like words, 
but are identifiable by their lack of tone-
stress. Common proclitics are: ne the (sg.), 
re the (pl.), se which, who, when (conj.), 
Ei little (sg.), lyi little (pl.), ma going to 
(verb auxiliary particle). 

In utterances word boundaries may be 
identified by a combination of tone-stress 
features, numerous word-final consonant 
clusters which are different from clusters in 
word-initial and word-medial positions; 
the distribution of various consonant and 
vowel allophones; and in some instances 
syllable division. 

1.2. A phonemic syllable in Pame is con- 
veniently defined as a segment or a sequence 
of segments which potentially may occur 
with a phoneme of tone-stress. Included are 
syllables of pattern -CV(VCCCC) (C repre- 
senting any consonant, V representing any 
vowel, and parentheses indicating optional 
occurrence of any or all of the phonemes en- 
closed) which, as a matter of fact, never carry 
contrastive tone-stress because they con-
stitute the second syllable of a stem having 
tone-stress on the first syllable or on the 

Ei?d? little and m8s rain, i t  is r ~ i n i n g ) . ~  prefix, e.g. wbmma?aigqky they are standing. 
A clitic cannot form a minimal utterance. 

8 Ei-mbs, though composed of a proclitic and a 
stem, is treated as a compound for the following 
reasons: there is phonetic raising of /e/ following 
/i/, vowel assimilation which has not been noted 
between Ei and other words; on the other hand, 
the fact that  m is not palatalized in Ei-mbs, indi- 
cates a special intra-word juncture which may 
well be represented by hyphen. 

Every vowel cluster as well as every 
vowel not in a cluster forms the peak of one 
and only one phonemic syllable.4 Reminis- 
cent of Mazateco (which also is described 

Voiceless syllables are no exception. The in-
formant hummed /?gop?6ho/ seat, as three syl- 
lables, even though the final one is optionally 
voiceless. 
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as having only one back vowel phoneme), by a low dot [.I. ma.pb hot, i.hycj? (also 
Pame syllables have complex peaks in which hycj?) my names, ko.d6at walk (sg.imp.), 
'(two vowels are pronounced together very tiq.?baik?y you walked (du.), qgwhoi her 
rapidly, so that the timing seems to be daughters-in-law (du.), qkhwebmpt their 
about the same as that for a single vowel. saliva. 
The nucleus of the syllable takes about the Besides vowel peaks, m is stressed and 
same length of time-within the limits of forms the peak of a syllable in the unique 
perception-regardless of the number of particle m.mba it is pr~bable.~In  mb$ 
vowels it contains, whether one or two or handkerchiefs, m constitutes a slight phonetic 
three. "" syllable but not a phonemic one; so also the 

The timing of a syllable in Pame depends n of nth& woman, the q of qkhwhl? beards, 
not on the number of vowels it contains, but and the nl of n1?6s houses, etc. 
on the tone-stress features primarily. FAST Medially in a word, syllables divide be- 
syllables are those occurring with high tone- tween a nasal consonant and a following 
stress /'/, or without stress immediately stop, affricate, ? or h-provided the stop or 
preceding a stressed syllable, or without affricate is not followed in turn by ?; also 
stress immediately following a high tone- between a lateral and a following ?, h, stop 
stress, or the final syllable of a three-syllable or nasal; also between an affricate and a 
word having stress on first syllablepro- following h ;  also between identical conso-
vided no voiced consonant follows the syl- nants in a cluster (with a proclitic treated as 
lable peak. SLOW syllables are those occur- a separate word: ma tth he is going to die). 
ring with low /'/ or glide /^ /  tone-stress, or Examples: man.d&i great (sg.), tan.th8i 
without stress following a low tone-stress, I'm a woman, kiq.gy&ogq price, coq.khw&s 
or the secondary stressed syllable of a two- grand-daddy-long-legs (sg.) , nin.E&ol? sugar 
syllable word (i.e., second syllable preceded (sg.), son.chjq curls (noun), nim.Ygq thick 
by C ~ C C - ,as described in 2.6.), or the (sg.), niq.h$ word, tim.hygq I, you play 
medial syllable of a three-syllable word hav- [game], ndol. ?6ho? they scorned him, qgol. ?wP 
ing stress on first syllable, or the final syl- young one [of animal, fruit, or new moon], 
lable of such a word-provided a voiced Rily. ?ye^ medicine, qgol.h& bow and arrow, 
consonant follows the syllable peak. The qgol.hw6.?i square willow basket, stily.h&igq 
FAST syllables of ordinary speech may be- feather, tely.gy& six, tel~.qyb.higq? seven, 
come SLOW syllables in slow speech. sk&c.hadnk I'm embarrassed, ndoc.h$o they 

Canonical shapes of Pame syllables con- did it, made it, tiE.h&o? they study, k&d.doa 
taining one vowel range from V through white, wam.meoq sand, Eim.my6? skull, 
CCCCVCCCC, the largest syllable with rip.py$iky his children, Bib.by&. ?aily curing 
vowel initial being VC. Pattern CVCCCCC ceremony, not.twi I jinished it, cop.ph& 
has been found, also. Syllables containing bumble bee, et.t6c? my sandals. 
two vowels range from C W  through In medial clusters of following stop or 
CCWCCCCC, with pattern CCCCWCC affricate, the syllable division seems to fall 
also found. Syllables with three vowels range in the middle of the stop or affricate in 
from C V W  through CCVWCCC, with normally rapid speech, so that the first 
pattern CCCVW found also. The follow- syllable patterns as a closed syllable: sat727 
ing examples illustrate a little of the variety sheep (sg.), qgok ?w6R paper, book, wac 76dn 
of syllable patterns. In the remainder of they dislike him, it, kiE?i? milk. In clusters 
section 1.2. syllable division is represented of nasal, plus stop or affricate, plus 7, syl-

K. L. Pike and E. V. Pike, Immediate Con- 6 I t  is unique in that  tone-stress occurs on the 
stituents of Mazateco Syllables, in IJAL 13.78-91 nasal consonant in this one morpheme only. Note 
(1947), p. 78. explanation in 1.1. 
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lables divide before the stop when stress is 
on the second syllable, but optionally be- 
fore or after the stop when stress is on the 
first syllable: Ein.E?$s gizzard, ndom.b?w&.- 
hi177 they dampened it, but w&q.g?q.?eS or 
w&qg.?e.?eB it makes it pliable. Syllable 
division falls in the middle of the nasal in a 
cluster of nasal plus y: nimyao wind, kiqy6p 
Thursday. Syllable division falls in the mid- 
dle of the s in the cluster sk, which occurs 
medially only in the compound s6-ska?hi ten. 

Elsewhere syllables divide before a medial 
consonant or consonant cluster: ka.h6 
witch-doctor, ti.g&o? I ,  you study, ro.thhs 
my salt, pi.kyhok my forehead, qgo.d~vi your 
child, qgo.khwh wart, ri.khyh? his beans. 

2.1. Voiceless stops p, t ,  k, k are unas- 
pirated, fluctuating to slightly aspirated, 
as shown by ~ ~ e c t r o g r a m s , ~  in word initial 
and medial: phsk I am warmed up, taqghoY 
rest yourself (sg.imp.), k&iE they [heazjy 
weight things] are on top of, k&i they hunt 
[for game] (du.), kape thief, ndatho? late 
afternoon, takhigq my stone grinding mill, 
makhi fragrant (sg.). In clusters of identical 
consonants, however, stops are unaspirated: 
makkwh my foot; cf. makwh his foot, where 
k may be aspirated. Preceded by i, k has 
palatal fronting whether or not it is fol- 
lowed by y: likykhe he has muscle cramps, 
Bikh? adult, elder, chief. Back k contrasts 
with velar-palatal k only before vowels 
/e, E/. The contrast is neutralized elsewhere. 

In word-final position preceded by a 
homorganic nasal, p, t ,  k (k has not been 
observed word final) fluctuate from slightly 
aspirated to unaspirated or even slightly 
voiced: ndo?whhabmp he asked him, riky- 
w4nt males, qganhoqk my head.' In word 

7 For spectrographic analysis I am indebted to 
Fred W. Householder and George Motherwell, 
Indiana University. The spectrogram showed the 
k in kihwa?a you should bring it  (sg.) ,occurring as 
a "front palatal aspirated" variety. This is in 
phonemic contrast with the heavy aspiration of 
the cluster /kh/ in words like kh66 they put o n  
[skir ts] .  

The contrast between voiced and voiceless 

AND MORPHOPHONEMICS 

final position at  the end of an utterance when 
not preceded by anasal, p, t, k, appear to 
fluctuate freely between aspirated and un- 
released allophones; word final in the middle 
of an utterance the stop varies from aspirated 
to unaspirated with close transition to the 
following word: ndosep he told him, sathwht 
ants [small brown variety], gbtk my cloth. 

Voiced stops are b, d, g: b8i much less, 
d6a he walks, gyb?t listen (sg.imp.), namb$ 
my handkerchief, qgod6a century plant, 
qgob6gq cactus [prickly pear variety], nd6mmi 
if I had (unreal perfective aspect). Before a 
homorganic nasal in final clusters, b, d, g, 
have allophones which are articulated very 
slightly and rapidly: raw6bm7 our mother 
(dm-pl. excl.), lo?m&dnk he curses me, 
no?w&ogqI gave i t  to him. In clusters -nd?- 
and -qg?-, d and g may fluctuate to voice- 
less, as the voiced-voiceless contrast is 
neutralized in this position. Since the voic- 
ing is heard more frequently than not, the 
consonant is assigned to the voiced series? 
skand?hi a hand-breadth, w&qg?q?eg i t  
makes it pliable. 

Affricate sibilants c and E are normally 
voiceless unaspirated:1° c6mhe: butter$y, 
E6t scold him (sg.imp.), EQ? now, cil? or 
c61? hole, EiE?o bad, dirty, ugly. In medial, 
intervocalic position, however, c may fluc- 
tuate from unaspirated to slightly aspirated 

stops is neutralized in this position (word final 
after nasal), but the stop occurring here is assigned 
to the voiceless series, since in most cases it  is one 
of the suffixes which appear elsewhere as -p, -t, -k. 

In macikq? our jug (du.-pl. excl.) the k was 
shown by the spectogram to be lightly voiced; 
however the voiceless-voiced contrast is not 
neutralized in this position (before a nasal); cf. 
heavily voiced /g/ in maccigs? dissolved, faded. 

Morphophonemics provides examples of the 
-nd?- cluster derived from both d and t: rand?-
hhedn? their money < ra- + ?- + -nd6hedn? 
m o n e y ;  skand?Ai a hand-breadth < ska- + t - + 
-n?Ai hand.  Prefixes ?- and t -  are allomorphs of 
the same morpheme, and metathesize with stem- 
initial consonant (8). 

lo  Affricates have been classed as sibilants be- 
cause of morphophonemic alternation of c with s, 
and E with 9. 
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or slightly voiced, as shown by spectro-
grams made of various forms of the word 
mad jug.ll Voiced, though a t  times weakly 
voiced, allophones of c and E regularly oc- 
cur following n:12 mancf holy (sg.), ninEAol? 
sugar (sg.); except, however, that affricates 
freely fluctuate between voiced and voiceless 
after n but before ? in clusters nc? and nE?: 
nc?6k my paternal aunt, aunt by marriage, 
ninE ?es sharp-pointed (sg.) ; and remain 
voiceless after n but before h in the cluster 
nch: nchhst the itch, ndanchho? eight. 
Affricates are aspirated in rare word-final 
position, of which the only observed occur- 
rences are: h6c older sister [term used by 
girls], waqg66 (Mex. Span. guangoche 
gunny sack) bag. 

Fricative sibilants s and B are voiceless: 
sbmp yesterday, si rustling sou.nd, ;$st play 
[music] (sg.imp.), BiEi grass. 

Glottal stop ? and glottal fricative h are 
voiceless. ? is unaspirated word initial: 
?yw& my husband; word finally it is a t  
times unaspirated, a t  other times in varia- 
tion with an aspirated release (which a t  first 
hearing may easily be confused with a lenis 
k, but which clearly contrasts phonemically 
with k and with final clusters ?k, ky, ?ky: 
kasbo? teacher, k&ok I, me, kashopk I 
(am) a teacher, chiti? they bathe it, chhiky 
they tell me, ch8ipky (also chh?ky) they 
bathe me). Following voiceless stops and af- 
fricates in word initial and final clusters, 
but only optionally in word medial clus- 

l1 The c in the stem was seen to fluctuate from 
voiceless unaspirated in maci, to  aspirated in 
mackp her jug, to  voiced in maciky my jug, with 
weak voicing in macikn? our jug (du.-pl. excl). 

l2 The fact that  t following n (like k or p follow- 
ing 7 or m, respectively) does not necessarily 
become voiced, is clear evidence for interpreting 
[ts] as one complex phoneme /c/; e.g., n[t]6mmi 
if I had (unreal progressive), but n[dz]n6s sores 
(7go[ts]w6sa sore). However, t is replaced morpho- 
phonemically by d when i t  occurs with the n-noun 
prefix: nd6gv .flowers, 7got6grl .flower. Noun prefix 
n- voices a following voiceless stop or affricate, 
while verb prefix n- does not voice a following 
voiceless stop, and has not been found occurring 
with affricates. 

OF AMERICAN LINGUISTICS VOL. XXII 

ters, ? is actualized as glottalization of the 
preceding stop or affricate: k?Qhe? they 
take it out, c?6k they scold me, nd6tpei 
they did that way, &C?Q your mother. 

The glottal fricative h has very slight 
friction and varies in position of articulation 
according to that of the contiguous vowel: 
hhl? it glows, nh6 your sibling, nhf this. 

Nasals m, n, q,  are normally voiced a t  
bilabial, alveolar, and velar-palatal points of 
articulation, respectively: mahhiE ? tall, 
nan& heron, qg&ccek my respect lfor someone], 
lik?hham really, kimmy$n you want (pl.) 
kimmy4q you want (sg.). Before a homor-
ganic voiced stop, in initial clusters and in 
medial clusters where stress is on the follow- 
ing syllable, m, n, s, occur as quick nasals, 
only slightly voiced fluctuating to voiceless: 
nd& one, Eisgki? parrot. In the latter, where 
the nasal occurs syllable final, unvoicing of 
the nasal is accompanied by a shortening of 
the preceding vowel, which may even drop 
out entirely (as demonstrated by spectro- 
graphic analysis), leaving 7 as the syllabic of 
a voiceless syllable. 

Laterals 1 and ly are voiced: 16bmp our 
parent-in-law (excl.), lygbm? we (are) people 
(pl. excl.), lam$ he will go. Voiced affricate 
allophones [dl] and [dly], respectively, occur 
in word final or anywhere in a word final 
consonant cluster when nasalization is not 
present: sandal (Span. soldado) soldier, 
sandhily soldiers (du.) ; they occur optionally 
in a word medial consonant cluster: Fsily?Bho 
advice. Nasal allophones ["I] and Ply] occur 
with the phoneme of nasalization, which is 
a suprasegmental phoneme beginning with 
the vowel so marked and continuing to the 
end of the word: snahGl? his shirt, her blouse, 
snahQil~? their (du.) shirt, ta?ehilyk? you 
sleep (du.). Contiguous to the back vowel, 
a low, 'dark' allophone of 1 occurs: 16m- 
mapa he remembers, nikybl? it broke. Con- 
tiguous to a front vowel, a 'light', fronted 
allophone occurs; the palatal ly is even 
higher than the fronted high allophone of 1, 
with which it is in phonemic contrast: 
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Eikfl? goat, Eikily? goats (du.), li?i they give 
lo each other (du.), 1yY child. 

Initially r is a trilled vibrant which may 
be voiced, weakly voiced, or voiceless: raw5 
my mother, ram$ he goes repeatedly, rilyhhig- 
qky birds; a t  other times it is a single quick 
voiceless aspirated flap, in phonemic con-
trast with t: rig6?t bundles, cf. tig&o? I, 
you study. However, r is a single voiced un- 
aspirated flap in word medial position, ob- 
served in only three words, probably of 
Spanish origin: warbiky burro, war6hh 
(Span. brujo) sorcerer, kr6s (Span. cruz) 
cross. 

The semi-vowel w, though bilabial, is not 
noticeably rounded. I t  is voiced except 
following h, where it is normally voiceless: 
qgowllhal? horse, kfhwa?a (also kihywapa) 
you should bring it (sg.). I t  is frictionless when 
in cluster with other consonants, when inter- 
vocalic between back vowels, or when ini- 
tial before o or a:13 qgokhwk? monkey, 
now& I gave it to them, w6ppeh~ he carries 
i t ,  wancb? baskets. It is slightly fricative 
between two front vowels; or in word initial 
before vocoids i, e, or y;  or medial between a 
preceding front vowel and a following back 
vowel : nfwwigq you gathered (sg.) , raw 6 
my father, wfyeo? your father (sg.), wy8t 
give it to him (sg.imp.), niwy8k you gave it to 
me (sg.). There is free fluctuation between 
the fricative and frictionless allophones 
when w occurs between trvo a's, or when 
word initial before E, or when medial be- 
tween a preceding back vowel and a fol-

AND MORPHOPHONEMICS 

half-syllabic ["I: cwi? . . . him to suck, 
qgodwi your son, daughter, kolw6 owl, 
ndottwi he Jinished i t ,  konwel? it became full, 
qgonwi thunder, koncw6gq he got angry. 
In cluster with initial n, w is [uw]: nwet 
thunders (pl.). (Here /w/ contrasts with 
/o/, which would be nasalized in cluster 
with c.) In cluster with or h, and followed 
by mid or low front vowels, w is half-syl- 
labic ["I fluctuating with [w]. When the 
allophone ["I occurs, it is conditioned by 
the onset of tone-stress beginning a frac-
tion of a second sooner. Examples: qgol?w& 
hill, ?weiky mosquitoes, ?wehe?kq you are 
sleeping (pl.) .I4 

The semi-vowel y is a voiced palatal: 
y6t (Span. yute) jute fibre, niy&ho fox, 
liy&t (Mex. Span. ayate) carrying net. In 
consonant clusters y is normally an off-glide 
of the preceding consonant:ls nipye you 
stole (sg.), kiky6? you use (sg.), nimy$iq? 
spherical (sg.), kiwydk you should give to me 
(sg.). In cluster with bilabials, ['y] occurs 
in slow syllables, as defined in 1.2.: nimbyb 
its base, niwyb name of a certain Mt., nibbya- 
hagq his skin.16 In cluster with initial n or 

In  some words /o/ has developed from what 
was no doubt originally /w/, by a shift of the 
on-set of stress, usually after an alveolar con-
sonant. Examples: lott~jehel? i t  penetrates, (cf. 
latt6hel? i t  will penetrate), k o t t b e ? ~he spoke, (cf. 
tattepe I spoke), qgosbe a stamp, seal. The vowel 
cluster /oe/ is found only in such situations. (For 
the parallel development of i from y ,  see foot- 
note 16.) 

Likewise /w/ has developed from an original 

lowing high or mid front vowel: law~~&ho?tk  /o/ by a shift in the timing of stress t o  the follow- 

lend me (sg.imp.), w6t hand i t  here, non "we 
waited for him (du.inc1.). 

In cluster with other consonants, xiT has 
three main allophones besides [w]. In cluster 
with alveolar consonants in general, tv is 

'3 This is the one point that  I see in favor of 
classing /a/ as a back vowel. Nevertheless, /a/ 
fluctuates freely from [a] to [ae] in certain po- 
sitions, with no allophones which are phonetically 
back. Labializing stems have labialized allo-
morphs only after /o/, not after /a/. Moreover, 
/a/ clusters with /o/ in syllable peaks in a manner 
parallel with the other three front vowels. 

ing vowel: both forms, manhba and manhwh wing, 
makkba and makkwit my foot, are in use. 

' 6  For a long time we interpreted y off-glide of 
consonants as predictable palatalization in word 
medial and final positions. At last I found a few 
convincing contrasts between heavy and light 
palatalization, so am interpreting the heavy as 
/y/:  ~ i k ? ~ ; ?his clothes, kik?Ai Jive; mi?y4 all, 
whole, wi?8t all (pl. animate), Bi?Ap when, likybhe? 
he kneels, Sikb? adult, elder; Lily?y& medicine, 
Sil~?ithoadvice, ~;ily?6?0pointing-finger . The bulk 
of the data in this paper still needs thorough 
checking as regards this contrast. 

l6 In the same way that  /w/ has developed into 
/o/ by a slight difference of timing in the on-set 
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medial mm, y is [iy] before low front vowel a :  
ny6p na?wh he has something on his heart, is 
sad, kimmya?a you should remember (sg.). 

All consonants except r and f have un- 
released allophones and fortis allophones, 
which occur in clusters containing two 
identical consonants, the first of the two 
being unreleased and the second fortis. In 
word initial or medial positions the cluster is 
actualized phonetically as a long consonant 
with fortis release: koppii? he descended, 
t t h  he dies, lokkwtihi ? he believes, kaddBo 
a youth, niggy6po its gall, mA??a certain 
herb [used for eye medicine], m&hhac? warmed 
by the fire (with voice diminished toward the 
center of -hh- on spectrogram), noww6dn 
I erased it, miyy4 rotten. In word final posi- 
tion such clusters are rare and are pho-
netically a long consonant, without fortis 
release in words of native origin: ki&&n you 

O F  AMERICAN LINGUISTICS VOL. X X I I  

Word initial CC- clusters consisting of 
identical consonants found thus far are: 
pp, t t ,  bb, cc, ss, 77, hh, mm, nn, T ~ Y ,  and 
yy. Examples: ppdhogq it limps, tt6dn 
i t  blossoms, bb&i they command him, ccfgq? 
it fades, dissolves, ss6higqky they eat [a 
meal], ??ehily? he sleeps, hhito . . .him to 
turn good, mm&?a he shouts, nnGa?a he plows, 
wwfi?~he bends over, yyb it rots. 

Initial CC- clusters with ? as second mem- 
ber are: p?, k?, ci ,  E?, m?, n?, q?, 17, ly?. 
Examples: pp6ho they sit on, kP4hont they 
drive them [animals], c?$c? it jingles, 5767 
(also Ei?e?) mal l  (sg), m?$o? months, 
n?iat they come and go away, nimmy~hi? 
q?jq water-melon, l?&c? they put them down 
on, ly?e?t small (pl.). 

Initial CC- clusters with h as second 
member are: ph, kh, kh, ch, mh, nh, qh, lh. 
Examples: phBgq? the one over there, kh63i 

stir i t  (pl.); fortis in the loan word ~ ~ a r 6 h h  they put on [skirts], kh6? they use, ch$s they 
(Span. brujo) sorcerer. 

2.2. Consonants occur singly and in clus- 
ters in word initial, medial and final posi- 
tions. Consonant clusters consist of two, 
three, or four consonants in word initial 
position; two, three, or four consonants in 
word medial position; two, three, four, or 
five consonants in word final position. 

Consonants appearing in word initial 
position as C- are: p, t ,  k, k,b, d, (g in loan 
word), c, 6 ,  s, 6, (0 ,  7, h, m, n, 1, lY, r, n7, Y, 
(but not 7). Examples: piky$ rain, ta16gq 
chicken, khoc? across, kg?& back again, bhi 
much less, d6a he walks, gayfit (Span. galleta) 
cookie, cBl? hole, E&?ky carry or lead it [baby 
or animal] (sg.imp.), s6 he fishes, 66t cloth, 
fariskos (Span. Fariseos) Pharisees [march- 
ers at Holy Week fiesta], ?&iS i t  sours, h6ok? 
you (sg.), mQc? i t  is piled up, n6.t in order 
not, liePo it spoils, lyi small (pl. adj. proclitic 
form), riE?o his guilt, w6t i t  barks, yh 
(Span. ya) already done. 

of stress (see footnote 12), so /y/ has developed 
into /i/ after bilabials in some words: nibie his 
bed, (cf. nobd my bed). 

play [music], mh$ tortillas, nh&o his sibling, 
qhhiky fan it @re] (sg.imp.>, IhhiE? they 
like it. 

Initial CC- clusters with w as second 
member are: kw, cw, iw, hn~,  nnT. Examples: 
k w h  straight, true, cwi? . . . it to nurse, 
?w@he?kq you are sleeping (pl.), hwBo 
my sibling, nw$l? . . . it to become full. 

Initial CC- clusters with y as second mem- 
ber are: ky, dy, gy, 6y, ?Y, hy, my, ny, wy- 
Examples: kyhodnt buy (sg.imp.), Dy6s 
(Span. Dios) God, gyhlt? throw i t  (sg.imp.), 
Syb?et spread it out (sg-imp.), ?y6iky 
savages, hyitigq we might remain (pl.inc1.) 
myost? pile i t  up (sg.imp.), nybt see, examine 
it (sg.imp.), wy6t give it to him (sg.imp.). 

Initial CC- clusters composed of a nasal 
followed by a homorganic consonant are. 
mb, nd, qg, qk, nt, nc, ns, nl. Examples: 
mbhs finger-rings, nd6mmj he had it, had to, 
qgokw4q tree, stick, qkod6a if you would walk 
(sg.), nt6mmi if I had (prog. aspect), rich 
craw, crop, cud, ns$oq nights, nl6mmi if he 
had (prog. aspect). 

Initial CC- with sas first member are: st, sk, 
sm, sn, sl. Examples: sta?& my farewell, 
ski?i smoke, haze, sm&nco?ol bitten, snapi? 
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(also sna?6i?) souvenir of him, slah&o 
pigeon. 

Initial CC- clusters composed of a stop 
followed by a nasal or'lateral are: tm, km, 
kn, tl, kl, (kr in loan word). Open transition 
frequently occurs between the stop and 
continuant, with predictable back vowel 
quality when the following vowel is o. Exam-
ples: tmatt$he?t I'm married, kmawiti your 
bidding (sg.), knihi? you entered (sg.), 
tlomb& I crave, klombe you crave (sg.), 
kr6s (Span. cruz) cross. 

Initial CCC- clusters with nasal as first 
member and ? as third member are: mb?, 
qg?, nc?, nl?. Examples: mb?6ho seats, 
qg?&habmp they go around out of their way, 
nc?6e?p their tails, nl?$q seeds. 

Initial CCC- clusters with nasal as first 
member and h as third member are: mph, 
nth, qkh, nch, nlh. Examples: mph6i 
manure, nth6i woman, qkhh? also, nchhst? 
the itch, nlhi cane (pl.) . 

Initial CCC- clusters with nasal as first 
member and w as third member are: qgw, 
ncw, n?w, nhw; with lateral as first member 
and w as third is l?w. Examples: 11gwhl? 
his beard, ncw6s sores, n?w4q your husband, 
nhw& ?a . . . him to arrive; l?wiky (also 
nl?wiky) young ones [of animals or fruit]. 

Initial CCC- clusters with ? or h as third 
member, and the first and second members 
identical are: cc?, ka.Examples: cc?&o? 
they feel, Fkh6?i they gather them up. 

Initial CCC- clusters with y as third 
member, and the first and second members 
identical are: ppy, ??y, nny. Examples: 
ppy6Yn . . . us to descend (pl.incl.), ??yitho? 
(also i?pyaho 2) my barbecues, nny4hiky 
tease me (sg.imp.). 

Initial CCC- clusters with nasal as first 
member, ? or h as second, and y as third are 
q?y, qhy, mhy. Examples: q?yqhi8t? jump 
over it (sg.imp.), qhybst? put it [heavy weight] 
down on (sg.imp.), mhye?ep (also mihyepep) 
he is speedy, prompt. 

Initial CCC- clusters with second and 
third members identical are: mbb, lhh. 
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Examples: mbb6?i musical instruments, 
lhhc ?e tamales. 

Initial CCC- clusters with y and n- as 
second and third members, respectively, are: 
kyw, ?yw. Examples: kyn~$q man, ?ywt$q my 
husband. 

Initial CCC- clusters with n and d as 
second and third members, respectively, are: 
knd, snd. Examples: kndak?6dn? dry, dusty 
place, snd& one and the same. 

Initial CCCC- clusters are composed of a 
stop, affricate, or lateral 1, preceded by a 
hornorganic nasal and followed by ? or h, 
plus w: qkhw, qg?w, rich, nchw, nlpw, 
nlhw. Examples: qkhwh? beans, 7g?w68 
papers, books, nc?w6? clay pots, nchwl 
$re-wood, nl?mrhpt their children, nlhwe 
ropes. 

Consonants appearing in word medial 
position as -C- are all except g and q. Exam-
ples: kopii? ground, earth, watbi his grand- 
mother, her grand-child, Bikh?t adults, elders, 
wake5 certain translucent stone [mixed with 
clay for pottery], kob& ?o far, ~godkoc? 

bridge, qgoc6' shrimp (sg.), niEBk you 
scolded me, lasit'p I teach him, ki6it?p you 
teach him (sg.), ko?bgq turkey, kih68 your 
kn<fe, kaf6 (Span. caf6) co@, kom6? 
gourd, tan& my tongue, wali many, nilyi i t  
became many, warhiky burro, qgowb? bull- 
frog, niyBho fox. 

Word medial -CC- clusters consisting of 
identical consonants are: pp, t t ,  kk, kk, bb, 
dd, gg, cc, EE, ss, 66, ??, hh, mm, nn, ll, 
Ply, ~ w ,yy, (but not qq, rr, ff). Examples: 
koppb? he descended, wattbi they watch over 
i t  (du.), nakk6 dove [snzall species], wakk6 ?-

edn he drags i t ,  nibb6?i his musical instru- 
ment, kaddho? a youth, Eiggi legendary crea- 
ture [which JEies at night and accompanies 
adulterers to keep them from being afraid], 
loccigq he cleans it, niEEigq? clean, mass6c 
tied up, 6iE;Bbagq peeling skin, dandrufl, 
m&??a certain herb, kihh66 you warm it 
[pottery, before $rin,g it], kommd? turtle, 
nannbhigq (also nannehiq) he went out, it 
turned out, ndoll6hi he removed it, nilyly6hi 
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you removed it, ndowwbgq she gave birth to, 
koyy4 i t  rotted. 

Medial -CC- clusters with 7 as second 
member are: p?, t? ,  k?, c?, 67, m?, n?, q?, 
l?, ly ?. Examples: qgop ?6ho seat, ndot ?Aoc? 
they brought i t  up again [old court case], 
n ikW his paper, book, lac?iqky leaf-cutter 
ants, ndiE?o abnormal, qgom?$o? moon, 
month, kon?jat they came and went away, 
niq ?$he ? you said (sg.) , ndolM ? they heard, 
k i l~? iyou (are) a child. 

Medial -CC- clusters with h as second 
member are: ph, th, kh, kh, ch, Eh, mh, nh, 
qh, lh, lyh. Examples: ndophg they stole, 
nothhs my ankle, nakhdi? my skirt, lakh67 
they uill use i t ,  ndoch$s they played [music], 
ni6hAo you made, did (sg.), qgomhg tortilla, 
konhi here, niqh$ word, ndolhitogq they 
bought i t ,  nilyh&igq bird. 

Medial -CC- clusters with w as second 
member are: pw, tw, kw, dw, cw, sw, ?w, 
hw, nw, lw. Examples: snapw6p his fear, 
ndotwelk i t  slit me, cokw6 ogress, qgoduri 
his son, daughter, qgocw6s a sore, noswtly? 
I washed i t  [dish], ko?wA he came from, 
loh~v&o?FR delays, lionnil? it became fi~ll, 
kollvi owls (du.). 

Medial -CC- clusters with y as second 
Irlember are: PY, ky, by, dy, gy, ?Y, hy, my, 
ny, qy, wy. Examples: nipyi you stole (sg.), 
likybhe? he kneels, tibyho? intertwined, 
qgodybs qgokw4q court-house, nigyb? you 
heard (sg.), mi?yit ull, whole, nihyitigq he re- 
mained, limy$iq he rolls over, qgony&?p his 
liver, kiqy$ your tongue, niwy6k you gave me. 

Medial -CC- clusters composed of a nasal 
followed by a homorganic stop or affricate 
are: mb, nd, qg, nc, n6. Examples: namb6 
black, mand$i great, riqgl its sap, loncheg he 
shoves i t  along, 6inEeoq spring of water. 

Medial -CCC- clusters with nasal as first 
member and as third member are: mb?, 
nd?, qg?, nc?, n6 ?. Examples: larnb?bhily? 
they will dampen it, rand ?Ehedn? their mon.ey, 
kaqg?6? star, koncylq he jumped, tinE?&hegq 
they fast. 

Medial -CCC- clusters with nasal as first 
member and h as third member are: mph, 

nth, qkh, nch. Examples: somph6i mud, 
tanthdi I (am) a woman, naqkh6ik?y your 
trousers (sg.), sonchfq curls (noun). 

Medial -CCC- clusters composed of two 
identical consonants followed by w are: 
ppw, ttw, kkw, ccw, ??w, hhw. Examples: 
w6ppwigq (also \I-6ppigq) they gather it, 
ndottwi he jinished it, makkwii (also mak- 
kba) my foot, soccm?? my breasts, no? pw6ogq 
I wept, stithhwat my pardon [Ireceive]. 

Medial -CCC- clusters with and w as 
second and third members, respectively, 
are: t?w, khv, C?W, n?w, 1?w. Examples: 
nitt 7n.a chayote [vegetable], ndok ?withi they 
believed, nocpwb my oein, artery, tendon, 
nerve, wan ?w4q her husband, ndol ?wehe 7 

they said. 
Medial -CCC- clusters with h and w as 

second and third members, respectively, 
are: thw, khw, chw, nhw, qhw, lhw. Exam- 
ples: rothw$ my corn, qgokhwfE? opossum, 
ndochwily? they washed i t  [dish], konhd?  
y021r throat, miqhwA?aln we are going to arrire 
over there (pl.incl.), ndolh~v~?et  they socked 
him [with fists]. 

Medial -CCC- clusters composed of nasal 
plus stop plus w are: mbw, qgw. Examples: 
ndombw6hilyP he dampened it, noqpv$q 
my bone, stick. 

Medial -CCC- clusters with y and w as 
second and third members, respectively, are: 
kyw, ?yw, hyw. Examples: rikyw$nt males, 
ki?ywA (also ki?wA) your heart, gihywitpa 
(also Sihwh?a) palm leaves. 

Medial -CCC- clusters with w and y as 
second and third members, respectively, are: 
h7y, hwy. Examples: no ?nryh ?at I replaced 
it, nohnryhdn I emptied it. 

Medial -CCC- clusters composed of two 
identical consonants followed by y are: 
PPY, kky, bby, ggy, ??Y, mmy, 
Examples: rippyaiky his children, nikkyithi? 
you believed (sg.), kibbyhi oficial position, 
kiggye: his hand-writing, li 7yithodn it is 
necessary, Eimmy67 skull, phantom, Eiqqyps 
his nose. 

Medial -CCC- clusters with 7 and y as 
second and third members, respectively, are: 
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t?y,  k?y, m?y, n?y, q?y, l?y ly?y. Examples: 
wat?ydhabmp they sigh, rik?yB? his clothes, 
nim ?ydho they joined him, qgon ?y&q his 
stove, its battery, kiq?yiq you are sick (sg.), 
nal ?yGs scissors, &ily?y& medicine. 

Medial -CCC- clusters with h and y as 
second and third members, respectively, 
are: phy, thy, khy, chy, mhy, nhy, qhy. 
Examples: liphyat they sprout, ndothyd? 
they emptied i t ,  likhyaat lightning, lochyd?atk 
I sneeze, ndimhyoily? round, kanhyd? to 
take a living being there, kfqhy~ why. 

Medial -CCC- clusters composed of nasal 
plus stop plus y are: mby, qgy. Examples: 
kimbyb $re-crackers, riqgy6gq its blossoms, 
fringe. 

Medial -CCC- clusters with ly as first 
member and y as third member are: lygy, 
ly?y, lyqy. Examples: telygyd or tely?yd 
six, telyqybhigq (also telyqyhhiq 7) seven. 

Medial -CCC- clusters composed of two 
identical consonants followed by h or are: 
pph, tth, kkh, kkh, EEh, t t? .  Examples: 
copphh bumble bee, matthAigq wild (sg.), 
kakkhhdn ? monitor [during Holy Week], 
wakkh6?et they defend him, tiEEhq?ont 
others, ndott?6hi? they removed him. 

Medial -CCC- clusters with second and 
third members identical are lhh, c??, 1577. 
Examples : qgolhh4iq thread, lac ?iqky they 
will jump, liE??jqky they jump. 

Medial -CCCC- clusters composed of a 
stop preceded by a homorganic nasal and 
followed by a or h, plus w or y, are: 
mb?w, q g b ,  nthw, qkhw, qkhy. Examples: 
ndomb?w6hily? they dampened it, ndoqgp- 
we?eS i t  made it pliable, sonthwhl? nettles, 
ndoqkhwho? they greeted him, riqkhyaiky 
females. 

Medial -CCCC- clusters with y and w as 
third and fourth members, respectively, are 
kkyw, khyw, qhyw, qgyw. Examples: 
nikkywds you did, or said, i t  straight, 
rikhyw4 his corn, Biqhywhp their noses, 
piqgywGq skeleton, bone. 

Medial -CCCC- cluster with w and y as 
third and fourth members, respectively, is 

?wy. Example: lo? ?wydhabmp he sighs. 
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Consonants appearing in word final posi- 
tion as -C are: p, t, k, s, 8, 7, m, n, q, 1, ly, 
and one instance each of c and 6 ;  (but not 
b, d, g, f ,  h, r, w, y). Examples: macBp 
he is cold, kh$?at they put them in o&e, 
macBk I am cold, ndBs your village (sg.), ndb8 
your village (du.), ldi? my older brother, 
lik ??+ham really, m4n let's go (pl.incl.), 
m4g his sayings, pastdl (Span. pastor) 
shepherd, past6ily shepherds (du.), h6c 
older sister [said by girl], waqg6E (Mex. Span. 
guangoche gunny sack) bag. 

Word final -CC clusters with ? as second 
member are: k?, c?, 62, m?, n?, q?, 17, ly?. 
Examples: macBk? you are cold (sg.), 
maphc? warm, socciE? pork hunks cooked in 
deep fat, tarnmrlm? we want (dual excl.), 
namhhn? God, nimbiq? down hill, makk&hol? 
walled in, stakbhily? our belt (dual incl.). 

Final -CC clusters with as first member 
are: ?p, ?t, ?k. Examples: k 6 n h ~ ? p  its 
time, rik?y&?t their clothes, qgonyd?k my 
liver. 

Final -CC clusters composed of a stop, 
sibilant, or lateral, followed by a homorganic 
nasal are: bm, pm, dn, tn, gq, kq, sn, Bn, 
In, lyn. Examples: lkbm always, ronn8pm 
our wells, tohh62odn you are able (pl.), 
toh62otn we are accustomed to, kippyhigq 
you command him (pl.), kippydikq you com- 
mand me (pl.), nos$sn we played [music] 
(pl.incl.), kikydhisn you will receive (pl.), 
iqhw$?aln we may arrive over there (pl.incl)., 
skiwyh ?ai l~n your curing ceremony (pl.). 

One final -CC cluster composed of stop 
followed by heterorganic nasal occurs: pn. 
kippyk?epn you are helping him (pl.). 

Final -CC clusters composed of nasal 
followed by stop are: mp, nt, nk, qk. Exam- 
ples: matwGmp his bravery, kh47ant they 
grab them, arrest them, ndotknk he stepped on 
me, mandhqk my elbow. 

Final -CC clusters composed of a lateral 
followed by a stop are: lp, It, lk, lyp. Exam- 
ples: Bilyhblp their shirts, past6lt shepherds, 
ndowklk he overtook me, Eikflyp corn tassel. 

Final -CC clusters composed of a sibilant 
fricative followed by a stop are: sp, st, sk, 
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Bp, fit, Bk. Examples: ndapbsp he is warmed 
up, soqkhw6st grand-daddy-long-legs (pl.), 
kas$sk I am a musician, mah$iBp his height, 
mbbBt their backs, waqg6fik my bag. 

Final -CC clusters composed of two stops 
are pt, tk. Examples: manithapt their 
strength, manithatk my strength. 

Final -CC clusters composed of two nasals 
are: qn, nn, qq. Examples: ki6fqn you will 
open it (pl.), ki64nn you are stirring i t  (pl.), 
piqgyw4qq our skeletons (pl.inc1.). 

The final -CC cluster hh occurs in the 
one loan word war6hh (Span. brujo) 
sorcerer. 

Final -CCC clusters with voiced stop as 
first member, homorganic nasal as second 
member, and either or another voiceless 
stop as third member are: bm?, dn?, gq?, 
bmp, dnt, dnk, gqk. Examples: kowwhbm? 
we went and came back (excl.), tandkhedn? 
my money, kombhigq? he cried, wa?6bmp 
it pains him, tal6dnt chickens, skitchadnk 
my embarrassment, w4 ?eogqk he gives me 
[giftl . 

Final -CCC clusters with nasal or lateral 
as first member, voiceless stop as second 
member, and ? as third, are: nt?, nk?, qk?, 
It 2, lyt 7, lk?. Examples: kytnt step on him 
(sg.imp.), matw$nk your bravery (sg.), 
mandhqk? your elbow, whhalt? horses, 
ko ?wehilyt go to sleep (sg.imp.), ndowglk 
he overtook you (sg.). 

Final -CCC clusters with sibilant frica- 
tive as first member, voiceless stop as sec- 
ond member, and as third, are: st?, 
fit 7, sk?, Bk?. Examples: wadit?ost he 
sprinkles them, wilyMBt? shine the light on it 
(sg.imp.), p&sk? you are warm (sg.), waq- 
g66k? your bag. 

Final -CCC cluster composed of two 
stops followed by ? is tk?. Example: manit- 
hatk? your strength (sg.) 

Final -CCC clusters composed of sibilant 
s or 6, nasal m, or a lateral as first member, 
with p and t as second and third members, 
respectively, are: spt, Bpt, mpt, lpt, lypt. 
Examples: nl?dspt their houses, village, 
waqg6Bpt their bag, nlhdmpt their horns, 

ndolh6lpt they broke their . . . (someone 
else's), ndosbilypt he washed their . . . (feet, 
etc.). 

Final -CCC clusters with as first mem- 
ber, and both second and third members 
voiceless stops are: ?pt, Yk. Examples: 
nosit?pt I taught them, ch&o?tk they teach me. 

Final -CCC clusters with as first mem- 
ber, voiceless stop as second, and nasal as 
third, are: ?pn (also ?pm), ?tn, ?kq. Exam- 
ples: kiBit?pn or kiM?pm you are teaching 
him (pl.), stak6heYn our belts (excl.), 
raqkhdi ?kq our trousers (pl.inc1.). 

Final -CCC clusters composed of sibilant 
fricative, lateral, or k as first member, 
followed by a homorganic nasal plus 7, have 
two shapes. In speech variety J (see foot- 
note 1) the nasal precedes the ? except 
after k: sn?, Bn?, In?, lyn?, k?q. In speech 
variety A, the precedes the nasal except 
after k, with free fluctuation in cluster with 
sibilants: s ?n/sn 7, B ?n/Bn 7, 1 ?n, 1~ ?n, kq ?.I7 
Examples, given in speech variety J :  nos$sn? 
we played [music] (excl.), nok?w6fin? our 
paper, book (excl.), stak6heln? our belt 
(excl.), stawit ?ail% our curing ceremony 
(excl.), stahbik ?q our fan (excl.). 

Final -CCC clusters composed of voice- 
less stop as first member, ? as second mem- 
ber, and nasal as third, with the order of 
? and nasal stable for both speech varieties, 
are: t?n, k?q. Examples: stakk6?et?n our 
defense, weapon (excl.), raqkhdik?q our 
trousers (excl.). 

Final -CCC clusters which have as third 
member an n omitted in speech variety J, 
are: kqn, gqn, n?n, qpn. Examples: pikyho- 
kqn our foreheads (pl.incl.), stal16higqn 
our getting out [curing ceremony] (pl.incl.), 
rikywsdn?n you men (pl.), ndan?b?n we got 
sick (pl.incl., excl.). 

Word final -CCCC clusters composed of 
voiced stop as first member, homorganic 
nasal as second, voiceless stop as third, and 

l7 Informant Santa D u d n  (age 21) uses a set of 
final clusters which combines some from A and 
some from J: s?n and L?n (with the ?n so faint i t  
is barely recognizable), In?, lyn?, and k??. 
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? or t as fourth, are: dnt?, dnk?, gqk?, 
bmpt. Examples: kaw kdnt priests (pl.), 
skitchadnk ? your embarassment (sg .), wB7-

?eogqk? he gives you [gift], waphhabmpt he 
asks them. 

Final -CCCC clusters composed of voiced 
stop as first member, homorganic nasal as 
second, as third, and a nasal omitted in 
speech variety J as fourth, are: bm?m, dnpn, 
gq?n, kq?n. Examples: ma tikkykhebrnpm 
we are going to meet each other (du.excl.), 
li??yBhodn?n i t  is important to you (pl.), 
hy&igq?n stay (pl.imp.), iqgyhokq'n rest 
yourselves. 

Final -CCCC cluster composed of four 
voiceless stops is ?tk?: katt$he?tk? you a 
marrier [bride or groom]. 

Final clusters containing y have been left 
until last to  be discussed all together. Any 
final cluster containing k not preceded by t ,  
has y as its last member when it occurs 
following the vowels i or e. Thus, in over 99 
percent of occurrences of y in a final cluster, 
the y is a predictable palatalization of k. 
In the one cluster ?ky, the y is not predicta- 
ble. Clusters containing y are: ky, k?y, 
?ky, Sky, qky, lyky, Bk?y, qkpy, lykpy, 
gqky, gqk?y. Examples : Silyhit ?iky a saw, 
macBik?y you are cold (dual), liEh&?ky 
i t  shines forth [with beams in all directions], 
SikyAiBky my cracker(s), ndanpiqky my 
sickness, wattQ?ilyky it is scorching me, 
SikyhiSk?y your cracker(s), mandQiqk?y your 
elbows (of you dual), tihywh?ailyk?y you will 
arrive over there (dual), wahbigqky it blows on 
me, kawkigqk'y priests (dual). 

2.3. The vowel phonemes may be de-
scribed as follows: four front vowels /i, el E, 
d and One /o/, lVithphonetic 
norms / I 1 [all and ["I, re-
spectivel~.Of the front vowels, i is high1 e 
is mid close, E is mid open, and a is low. 

All vowels may occur with a supraseg-
mental phoneme of nasalization, as de-
scribed in 2.6., and are marked by /,/ 
under the vowel where nasalization begins. 

AKD MORPHOPHOKEMICS 

The vo\vels are found in contrast in many 
positions. Examples: niSSi its leaf, page, 
ni6@ you upset i t  [the baby, by immoral act], 
niSi.c? church, niSB his fresh ear of corn, 
ndiBb split apart at one end; mbb6?i musical 
instruments, bbQ?e they smell it, b b 6 ? ~  they 
lie in wait, bb&?adn they call to him, bb670 
they peck at it; kad&t wild animals, kadBt 
doctors, kadBt some (animate pl.), nd6t his 
lice; lihi they are alone (du.), lihi: he is alone, 
nlhi cane (pl.), lhi: they sop it on [to tortillas], 
lh6 they pick [cactus fruit], lh$ they weed, 
lhh they pick [chile], lh6 they are without, do 
not have; ndokhwi? (also ndokhwbi?) they 
exasperated him, ndokhwQ? they used it, 
qgokhwb? bean, qgokhwk? monkey, qgokhwh 
hare; lami there will be some, lammi: he will 
lose it, kamk weaver, k a d  murderer, kam6 to 
give him; machp his jug, mackp he is cold; 
kQ?i there are [heavy weight things], kk?i they 
are small (dual) ; Ei ?i small (dual), Ei ?e? 

small (sg.), niEE? woodpecker, niS4? you Jined 
him (sg.), EQ? now; rikh$t their ropes, webs, 
rikhet his hired men, Bikhys? ink, dye, 
paint, tikhyQY they run. 

Free fluctuation between full phonemes 
occurs in a few morphemes. /a/ fluctuates 
freely with /e/ in the following: salhw4 or 
selhw4 made of ground fresh-corn, &C?Q or 
QC?Q your mother, Bbb~o? or Qbbeo? your 
uncle, akkwit? or ekkwit? your brother-in-
law [speaking to a man], skadit or skedfi 
same [of time and place]. The following 
alternations of /e/ with /E/, and /a/ with 
/o/ seem to represent different accepted 
speech varieties: kot&ogq or koteogq puma, 
'tigre', mahbo or mahko heavy, sahQp or 
sohwkp softly, slowly, quietly.-with some 
speakers /i/ fluctuates to /a/, or to /ai/, in 
the following prefixes, /i/ being standard 
pronunciation: kimby6? or kamby6? his 
burial plot, grave, kimmya?a or k&mmya?a 
yotl should remember, nrillkhfo or wait7khfo 
new. 

All vowels may occur with non-phonemic 
lengthening conditioned by tone-stress, 
when occurring in a syllable peak which 
carries falling glide /A /  or low /'/ tone-
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stress. In  phrase final position this lengthen- 
ing always occurs. 

All vowels have voiceless allophones which 
occur optionally but commonly in normal, 
rapid speech. They are found only in un-
stressed syllables having voiceless consonants 
or silence as marginal elements. The vowel 
may be either entirely voiceless or partially 
voiced. As a rule the voiceless allophones are 
in word final syllables, as in the following 
examples:wattithi6 he receives it, ndow6hec ? 

he shielded another, qgobehe a load, dithap 
just, nothing but, mmit?a he shouts, k6coho 
he sat down, qgop26ho seat, Sily?Zlho advice. 

Spectrograms reveal that voiceless allo-
phones may occur even with the phoneme of 
nasalization: wit ?Q?opt he shows them; also 
in prefixes, where they may fluctuate freely 
to voiced :Eikil goat, kochi snake. 

The voiceless allophone of /i/ occurs 
obligatorily when the dual suffix -i is affixed 
following the suffix -p; manQpi their lives 
(du.), manithapi their upper-arms, their 
strength (du.). In the latter, the last two 
syllables may occur voiceless. 

The phoneme /i/ is very unstable, having 
a tendency to fluctuate from [i] to [$Iand 
on to /ei/, wherever there is no /i/ in the 
preceding syllable of the word. The unstable 
condition of /i/, and the trend it is taking 
was demonstrated by testing out a list of 
words with three monolingual women of the 
same speech community. They were Juana 
Montero (J) age 35, Liboria Morales (L) 
age 32, and Santa Dur&n (S) age 21. 

The list of words fell into several groups, 
of which samples are given here: 

(1) J, L, S all [i] in manhwi? he is going to 
enter, naccl? my tooth; (2) J, L[i], S[%] in 
wali many, naY my child, kaci gleaner, 
c3i3 they lead him, nh$ this, k&mmi one who 
has [something]; (3) J, L[i], S[ei] in lac 71 
they will lead him, lanhi? I will enter, lo?mP? 
he hiccoughs, nohwiE? I put on [sock or 
glove], konhf here; (4) J[i], L[i/ei], S[ei] in 
ma lahi? he will enter himself [into army], 
nhi? he enters; (5) J[i], L[q], S[ei] in lac?bi? 
lime, calcium; (6) J[i/ei], L[ei], S[ei] in kah&i? 
my throat; (7) J [ d ,  I,, S[ei] in qgoph&i pig, 
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makki fragrant, ma?bi chile; (8) J, L, S all 
[ei] in map& wild, unbaptized, mahki? old 
witch, bkiky they sting me, warkiky burro, 
chkiky they tell me, nakhkigq grinding mill, 
kom6igq squirrel, laqgkigq I iron; ( I  have 
heard kom6igq pronounced with an [i], 
however.) 

The examples listed thus far would seem 
to indicate that the age of the informant 
determines the degree to which her [i] is 
becoming [$I,etc., and in general this 
seems to be true. The following data show, 
however, that in certain items of vocabulary 
the vowel shift is not following according to 
the age of the speaker. 

(9) J[i/ei], L[i], S[ei] in snalliE his light, 
ma nociE? I'm going to render lard; (10) 
J[ei], L[i], S[ei/i] in maci jug; (11) J ,  L[ei], 
S[i/ei] in chki? they bathe it, kalh6iky certain 
species of migrating birds; (12) Data from S 
only, [i/ei] in kasP? to bathe him, socciE? 
pork hunks cooked in deep fat. Of course, 
most of the above words could be written 
correctly with either /i/ or /ei/, depending 
upon the speech variety being recorded. 

The phonetic norm of the high front 
vowel /i/ is [i], occurring with high tone- 
stress in ndi??$os salted, Eimbih certain 
animal [related to skunk]; with low tone-
stress in gighi grass, SiE?i? teats, nimj3 cat; 
with glide tone-stress in rawf my mother, 
kosf seeds; and without tone-stress in niEhZlo 
he became. 

As might be expected in view of the un- 
stable condition of /i/ already described in 
stems, this phoneme is unstable in prefixes 
as well. (When /i/ constitutes the peak of 
a word-initial syllable, the syllable is identi- 
fiable as a prefix.) Here the instability shows 
itself in more or less free fluctuation, es-
pecially in closed syllables, between [i], 
[iv], [I], etc, with no place to draw a line 
between /i/ and /e/. I am arbitrarily writing 
/i/ for this fluctuating vowel in prefixes, 
whether phonemically or morphophonerni-
cally.18 Free fluctuation occurs in the pre- 

l8 According to this interpretation, /e/ is 
written in 3 or 4 rare noun prefixes, but verb pre- 
fixes are written only with vowels i ,  a ,  and o. 
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fixes of the following: SiE?Q? clay griddle, 
kiEhgs playing music, EiE?o evil, dirty, ugly, 
niE?o it spoiled; but in niEha modesty the 
/i/ does not seem to drop as low as [I]. 

The following allophones have been at-
tested by spectrographic analysis: [iA] may 
occur in open syllable with high tone-stress 
before h, and in closed syllable unstressed 
before k, as in kihwa?a you should bring, 
n i k W  his paper, book. Lower allophone 
[I] may occur before k in unstressed open 
syllable, as in kiky6he you will find (sg.). 
[iv]may occur before q, as slight nasalization 
in a closed syllable before q is non-contrastive 
in prefixes: niqgehe year. Centralized [r] 
may occur in unstressed syllable after r: 
rikhe his ropes. Fluctuating [iv/i'] may 
occur in the prefix of BiBBi grass; [iX] may 
occur in Big Francisca; ['I may occur as peak 
satellite in l&i people (du.). In a fast, pre- 
stress syllable the vowel may occur between 
continuants as ['I or may disappear alto- 
gether, as shown by spectrograms of Eiqg&i? 
parrot, Biqg&?ky parrots. No ambiguity re-
sults, as /i/ is the only vowel which may 
occur between E or B and q in a prefix, and 
*Eqg or *Bqg would be unique clusters. In 
stressed syllable before p the allophone 
[iV] occurs: mi Yp his enemy. 

Allophones of /i/ with distinct on-glides, 
["i], pi], ['i], occur in word-final unstressed 
syllables following -o?- or -oh-, -a?- or -ah-, 
-E?- or -ch-, respectively, whether with or 
without nasalization. In very rapid speech 
this on-glide from the vowel of the pre- 
ceding syllable may be so slight as to prac- 
tically disappear. Examples : ni Qhiq he 
passed by, qgob&?i domesticated animal, 
qgom6hi their load (du.). 

The phonetic norm of the mid close front 
vowel /e/ is a fluctuating [I'/E"] as heard 
in qkhwk? beans, SiE?B? clay griddle. A 
higher allophone [I] occurs before s after y, 
and before B after non-contiguous /i/: gy&s 
just now, kih6S your knife; [eb] with high or 
low tone-stress before & when not pre-
ceded by /i/: nah6j: his knife, mb&St their 
backs; [eeA] with glide tone-stress when not 
preceded by /i/: coqkhweg grand-daddy- 
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long-legs (du.). Allophone [el occurs con-
tiguous to /i/: k&i they hunt (du.). Lowest 
allophone [&/cV] occurs before p in a slow 
syllable, not preceded by a non-contiguous 
/i/: ndos&p he told him, mac&p her jug; 
but [I] occurs before p when preceded by 
/i/: ski?&p its smoke. Before h and alveolars 
occur allophones with a rising vowel glide: 
[e'] in m6ho he lives, m&s it is raining. The 
highest allophone of all, [I^'] occurs before 
h after a non-contiguous /i/: niw6ho he 
lived; lower allophone [E"] after non-con-
tiguous /a/: ma?&c? written down (pl.). 

Spectrograms show [ebLV] occurring in 
the high tone-stressed syllable of the stem 
in kiky6he you will find, while the final, 
unstressed syllable has an allophone a bit 
higher; [evl occurs in the low tone-stressed 
syllable of the stem in lakehe I, he will find, 
while the final, unstressed syllable has an 
allophone a bit lower. 

Speakers differ in the number of allo-
phones of /e/ they employ. For example, 
in the following list of words some use four 
different allophones distinguishable to my 
ear, while others seem to use only two.lg The 
four are: (1) [eA] mbb62i musical instru-
ments, (2) [eA'] k6?i there are [heavy weight 
things], (3) lcAl bb6?e they smell it, (4) [c] 
mm6X i t  leaks [out]. Combined, [cA] is used 
for mbb67i and k6?i, [c] for mm66 and bb6?e 

The phonetic norm of the mid open front 
vowel /E/ is [ze A ] ,  as in 12 person, wopp6 he 
waits for him, qgonwe thunder, mackp he is 
cold. A higher allophone [c] occurs contiguous 
to /i/ or /y/, or followed by an alveolar 
consonant20: lei persons (du.), kippy E you 
weave (sg.), nij: 6c church, nwet thunders 
(pl.). A glided allophone [eel occurs with 

l 8  Santa Dur4n uses only two. 
2 0  Note that both /E/ and /e/ have an allo-

phone [E], while /e/ and /i/ have more than one 
allophone in common. This overlap of vowels is of 
the type which Daniel Jones describes as one 
where "the common sound belongs to  one phoneme 
in one context and to the other phoneme in a dif- 
ferent context." For illustrations from Northern 
French and Russian, see Daniel Jones, The 
Phoneme: Its Nature and Use, 92-96 (Cambridge, 
1950). 
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high tone-stress before syllable-final k: 
wopp6k he waits for me. A centralized allo- 
phone [sA'] occurs after back k: k 6 ? ~  he is 
small. 

The low front vowel /a/ has as its phonetic 
norm [a], with other principal allophones 
[a], [se], [a]. Allophone [a] occurs in all word- 
final stressed syllables, including one-syllable 
words; also in a penultimate syllable which 
is open with high or low tone-stress. Ex- 
amples: kocft pond, skan78 your hand, w&i 
he cries, sftmp yesterday, m& direction, lamit 70 

he is lazy, mmit?i he stands, and the proclitic 
ma going to. Before h there may be free 
fluctuation from [a] to [a]: dithap just, 
nothing but, wattithiti? he receives it, whhalt? 
horses. 

In  word-initial stressed syllables, allo-
phone [a] occurs if the syllable is open: 
wS?~?ophe shows him, lithePo I pay him; a 
more fronted allophone [a'] occurs if the 
syllable is closed: pitkkas cow, mS??a cer- 
tain herb. 

Allophone [se] occurs primarily in un-
stressed syllable following y: nibbyahagq 
his skin, Eippyaik?~ your can (du); (in 
stressed position [a] follows y: mipyit all, 
whole). A slightly lower allophone [aev] was 
recorded on the spectrogram following 
177 in 8ily?&h0 advice. 

In word-initial unstressed syllables a 
variety of allophones may occur, though the 
slower the speech the more they tend toward 
[a]. Central [a] often occurs in open syllables: 
ma?&? written down (pl.), kak67e hunter; 
[a] in closed syllables: lac76 lime. However, 
the spectrograms showed free fluctuation 
from [a] to [se] in rawkbm? our mother (excl.), 
and in ndS one, a, when i t  is used immedi- 
ately before a noun with high tone-stress 
and practically loses its own stress. When 
nd& is stressed, the allophone [a] occurs. 

An indistinct quality of /a/ occurs in 
any word-final unstressed syllable: 16mma?a 
he remembers, qgowhhal? horse. 

The back vowel, /o/, is aI-ticulated with 
lips neither noticeably rounded nor spread. 
When occurring without nasalization its 
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norm is somewhere in the region of [u',] 
but allophones range from [a'] to [ul, ac- 
cording to spectrographic analysis.21 When 
occurring with nasalization the norm is 
approximately an [Q], with only slight lip 
rounding, having allophones ranging from 
[slto [uV1. 

In spite of a very complicated distribu- 
tion of allophones, it is necessary to postulate 
one and only one back vowel phoneme for 
the following reasons: (1) no contrast has 
been found between [u] and [o] in perfectly 
analogous environments when tested with 
the same informant; (2) no possible place 
to draw a line between allophones of /o/ and 
*/u/ has ever been found; (3) native reac- 
tion strongly supports the interpretation of 
all back vowel sounds as a single phoneme;22 
(4) loan words having /o/ in Spanish sub- 
stitute [u] in Pame: Dy6s (Span. Dios) 
God, past61 (Span. pastor) shepherd, tambbl 
(Span. tambor) drum, waqg6E (Mex. Span. 
guangoche) bag; ( 5 )  the interpretation of 
only one back vowel works into a neater 
pattern of clustering with other vowels than 
does any other interpretation. 

The allophones of /o/ vary in position 
according to the environment. As condition- 
ing factors, other vowels and y take priority 
over the remaining consonants, and a pre- 
ceding vowel has priority over a following 
vowel. /o/ follows phonetically (though not 
usually going quite as low as /a/) the height 
of a preceding front vowel or y,  whether 
contiguous or in an unstressed final syllable 
separated from the vowel by ? or h.23 Where 

21 [a'] was recorded for the first vowel in 
mm6hot they are together. With my present in-
formant (S), however, the vowel sounds to  my 
ear like [u']. 

For example, monolingual children playing 
"authors" with vowel cards can distinguish "0" 

from "u" only by calling for "round [u']" and 
"split [u']", respectively. The best letter-writer 
in the tribe frequently asks if a particular Spanish 
word is spelled with u or with o. 

23 /o/ "in an unstressed final syllable separated 
from the preceding vowel by ) or h??  is equivalent 
tosaying /o/. idin the same stem morpheme with a- - .  
preceding non-contiguous vowel". 
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there is no such preceding vowel, or y, /o/ 
anticipates the height of a following con-
tiguous vowel other than /i/. Examples: 
miplok my enemy, nimbyb its base, nhko 
his sibling, cousin, qgonheo his name, 
pkok where, mahho good, ndhoi their eyes 
(du.), ndot6Pol he broke them o$, surveyed 
[land], cut out [dress], etc., kas6?ogq run-
away, eloper, 8iqkhy6.n sling-shot, d6a he 
walks, ndotbehegq he broke it, qgotde? large 
(sg.); but /o/ does not follow the height 
of /i/ in n6i two. 

Where the environment of /o/ has no 
vowel in any of the priority positions already 
mentioned, consonants are the conditioning 
factors in the environment. The non-y 
consonants which tend to raise the height of 
a following contiguous /o/ are p, t, k, b, 
d, g, s, F;, h;  those which raise a preceding 
/o/ are 1 and w. Examples: t6s he mores, 
nakk6 dove [small species], b6 they give, 
nd6c? your sandals (sg.), kaqgb disobedient 
person, kas6 Jisherman, 86t tie it to something, 
nh6 your sibling. However, nasalization 
tends to lower /o/, so that some speakers 
have [Q] in wat6t dead (pl.), hhi he, she, it; 
others have [q]in the same words. 

The consonants which tend to lower a 
following /o/ are m, n, 7; those which lower 
a preceding /o/ are p, 2. Examples: mm6hot 
together (pl.), [Q] with /'/ in mmQhi? squashes, 
[q] with / * /  in mGt nothing, n6i two (some 
speakers use [ow], others [3/a]), man$ living 
(pl. adj.), ndo?6? he heard, w&?~?op t  he 
shows them. 

Clusters of identical consonants tend to 
raise the height of a following /o/ occurring 
with /'I,even though the cluster be of a 
lowering consonant. Examples : mass6 tied 
[to something], wacc6 he scolds him, ndonn6 
he neared it .  

When both a raising and a lowering factor 
are present in the environment of an /o/, 
they tend to counteract each-other, as in 
the following examples: [u] occurs in rihy6? 
caloes of his legs, (y versus 7); in l?$ol? they 
row (a versus 1); [u] in Ilgok?w$hol? fence 
(h and 1 versus a), and in ndohGl? he put it 
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heavy weight inside of, (h and 1 versus /'/) ; 
[oA] occurs in wah6?opt he beats them down 
Ion price] (h versus ?), and in kiqy6p Thurs- 
day (y versus p); [uv/uv] occurs freely 
fluctuating in nigyb? you heard (y versus 7). 

Central allophones may occur in the en- 
vironment of 1, mmy, r, and c. [A] occurs in 
t,he closed-syllable sequence /lol/: 16lhwet 
he casts them out; and with nasalization [+I 
was identified on the spectrograms occurring 
aft,er mmy in rimrny~hi? his squashes. [a] 
may occur in unstressed syllable following r 
in fast speech, [o] in slow speech: rot?w&? 
my clothes. [aA] may occur in unstressed 
syllable following c in fast speech, LoA] in 
slow speech: cokwfl? bearded (sg. adj .). 
Centralized allophone [o'] occurs in short, 
fast unstressed syllables preceding high tone- 
stress: ndonn6 he neared it, kochi? make. 
[fV] occurs in a syllable following /i/ where 
there is no y in the intervening consonant 
cluster: niE?opt it bejell them, piq?b sweet 
potato, tuber, F;i?bi Pame person and language. 

2.4. Vowels occur singly in word initial, 
medial, and final positions. Vowels occur in 
clusters of two or three in a syllable. Clusters 
of three vowels occur in word final syllables 
only. Not more than one mid or low vowel 
occurs in any cluster. 

Vowels appearing in word initial position 
are i, e, a. (These are limited to only four 
prefix morphemes.) Examples: iwy6 my 
braids, iEEi? (also 6613) my teeth, itt6c? or 
ett6cp my sandals, ittho or attho my eyes, 
BC?Q or ~ C ? Qyour mother, iqhy~tn  we arise 
(pl. incl.), akadhhodnk? am come to ask 
you f o r . .  . 

Vowels appearing in word medial as -V-
are i, e, E, a, 0, both with and without nasali- 
zation. Examples: nihi? he entered, kam& 
blacksmith, kam6t weavers, kam&t murderers, 
kom6? gourd, 16mmiky he has them [animate 
things], skime Pet bees, ndohw$c he lifted 
it up, k$t they live, qgomcjhi? squash. 

Vowels appearing in word final as -V are 
i, e, E, a, 0, both with and without nasaliza- 
tion. Examples: kolwi owls (du.), kolw6 owl, 
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cokwb ogress, qgokhwh hare, kotB stone, 
16mmi he has it, nikh$ his rope, wikh$ his 
hired man, niqh4 word, n i k k y ~  you lzilled it. 

In a fast syllable (see 1.2. for definition of 
FAST and SLOW syllables), the first vowel in 
a cluster is more prominent than the others. 
In  a slow syllable, each vowel in a cluster 
has about equal prominence, except that i as 
last member of a cluster may be slight, ['I. 

All front vowels occur in cluster with the 
back vowel o. Clusters Vo, in order of fre- 
quency of occurrence, are ao, eo, EO, io. 
Examples: lahAo? I drink, nlh$o songs, 
h6okP you (sg.), qgonheo? his name, rabb Bo? 
my uncle, ngok which (sg.), dio it dries. 

Clusters oV, in order of frequency, are 
oe, oa, oil oe. Examples: ndbept large (pl.), 
nottdehe I put on [clothing], niqg ?6ahadn? 
mooth, nnbapa he plows, nth& woman, 
hbi he, she, i t ,  qgosBe stamp, seal, kottbe?e 
he spoke. 

High front vowel i occurs in cluster with 
all the other vowels. Clusters Vi, in order 
of frequency, are ai, ei, oi (listed above), and 
ei. Examples: ndo?wAiE? he threw up, 
ndoW2iE? they wrote 'own, put things 
On (du.), ndo?wME?he pieced together itwo 
pieces], ndocaib? they vomited (du.1, wang4i67 
it e k l e s  up, ma?^i  done, made that way, 
ma7:i your two sons-in-law, ndonQi they 
saw (du.). 

Clusters iV are less common. In order of 

frequency they are ia, iE. 

he On allfours, koniat 'peak imp.),
p i d e h e  she is pregnant. 

Clusters of three vowels occur always with 
i the third member. (This is 

being the suffix, which OC-

curs with metathesis with any stem final 
consonant or consonant cluster. I t  is the 
same morpheme which occurs in some but 
not all Vi clusters.24 -4ttested clusters are: 

24 If the alternate pronunciation of ?w iky 
mosquitoes be considered as phonemic P'eiky, (ac-
cording to the process described in footnote 14), 
this would be the only cluster of three vowels in 
which the third is not the dual morpheme, and i t  
would be a unique occurrence of the cluster oei, 
since oe plus -i reduce by morphophonemics t o  oi. 
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aoi, eoi, E O ~ ,  ioi, aii, oai, iai, iei. Examples: 
tahftoi? we drink (du. incl.), nd4oi they sing 
(du.), hwkoi my siblings (du.), qgonheoi? 
their names (du.), rabbboi? my uncles (du.), 
liYoi they quarrel (du.), nihy6ii they re-
mained (du.) , d6ai they walk (du.) , niw?ai 
you have gone [and are still there] (du.), 
nimjai they have gone [and are still there] 
(du.), niwfei you waited for him (du.). 

2.6. Nasalization is a suprasegmental 
phoneme represented by /'/ under the first 
vowel in the word occurring unpredictably 
nasalized,% and continuing to the end of the 
word. Examples: lhnhrlt they will arise, (cf. 
lftnhat Zeave it alone (sg. imp.), qgolhe?~ 
tamale (cf. qgolhk?~ a cold), kamgt patterns 
of tortillas, (cf. kamBt weavers), nanb his 
tongue, (cf. nanft heron), m$ikt let's go (du. 
incl.), (cf. m6iky his messengers). 

Nasalization of a vowel contrasts with a 
sequence of vowel plus nasal consonant, as 
shown by the pair khdpat they put them in  
o m ,  kh$?ant they grab them, arrest them. 

2.6, Significant tone falls on the same 
syllables as unpredictable, primary stress, 
forming three phonemes of tone-stress: high, 
marked / I / ,  low, marked I./, and falling 
glide, marked /./. Toneatress is marked 
over the first vowel of any vowel cluster, 
since that is where onsetof stress begins.% 
All other syllables have predictable tone and 
predictable secondary stress or lack of stress, 
and are left unmarked. 

Distribution of the tone-stress phonemes 
gives us, eliminating compounds and clitics, 
eleven main word patterns. Words of one 

26 Slight nasalization occurs between two nasal 
consonants in a closed syllable, but it  is non-
contrastive: mancf holy. The phoneme of nasaliza- 
tion covers a stem, plus the suffix if there is one, 
but never the prefix: nfqgqhe year. 

%BFalling glide / * /  is not interpreted as a 
cluster of /'/ plus /'/ for more than one reason: 
two chest pulses are never heard, so that  /* /  
o_ccurs on one phonetic ?:d phonemic syllable; if 
V were interpreted as /VV/, /'/ would no longer 
indicate onset of stress. 
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syllable occur in three patterns: ', ', ^. 

Examples: 86t tie i t  (sg. imp.), mbt their 
hips, 68t cloth. Words of two syllables occur 
in five patterns, hyphen (-) representing in 
this paragraph a syllable unmarked for tone- 
stress: -', -', -^, '-, '-.Examples: ndotiioi 
they bought (du.), kothoi their faces (du.), 
kot$oi your faces (du.), bb&hac? they collect 
[liquid], whhalt? horses. Predictable second- 
ary stress, with down-gliding pitch, occurs 
on the second syllable of words of pattern 
'- which have a cluster of two or more con- 
sonants separating the peak of the first 
syllable from the peak of the second. Ex- 
amples: k 6 n h ~ ?  sun, day, m&hhac? warmed 
[by holding near $re], kippy9i ? sap, honey. 
Words of three syllables occur in three 
patterns: -'-, -'-, I - - .  Examples: t i l~?&ho 
they think i t  over, tily?Aho they talk together, 
m&ppaho borrowed. Predictable, secondary 
stress occurs on the second syllable of words 
of pattern '--having a cluster of two or more 
consonants separating the peak of the first 
syllable from the peak, of the second. 

The allophones of tone-stress phonemes 
depend upon their distribution in the phrase. 
An utterance may contain one or several 
phrases, each one marked by a following 
pause, either actual or potential. 

In order to describe the relative pitch of 
unstressed syllables and the allophones of 
the tone-stress phonemes, three phonetic 
levels of pitch must be distinguished. These 
vill be symbolized by the raised num-
bers', 2, 3, in order of descending pitch. 
Throughout the remainder of 2.6., tone-
stress is indicated phonemically by tone 
marks, and phonetically by the raised 
numbers indicating the relative pitch of each 
syllable, with apostrophe (') indicating 
primary stress where tone-stress marks are 
not used. 

The pitch of unstressed syllables is nor- 
mally [3], falling a bit lower phrase finally. 
Also occurring with the pitch of unstressed 
syllables are the slight phonetic, non-
phonemic syllables, composed of word-
initial nasals and/or laterals which precede 
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stops, or h; or word-final nasals preceded 
by voiceless stops. Three-syllable words 
containing secondary stress have a step 
down from L2] on word medial syllable to [3] 
on word final syllable. This is somewhat 
parallel to the down-gliding pitch of the 
secondary-stressed syllable of two-syllable 
words. Examples : n3d6gq1-2Jlowers, h6ok ?'q3 
you (pl.), ~ A ~ h a l t ? ~  horses, n6'we3he3 . . .me 
to carry i t ,  ki3wy&1ho?3qg0~c17~you will see 
his tooth, l & ~ l p a ~ h o ? ~  it, 6im'ba2?ots I see 
mule. 

High tone-stress has two main allophones: 
[I1] occurring not followed by another /'/ 
or /*/ in the same phrase; and ['2], which 
often levels off in fast speech to [?I, occurring 
when followed by another /'/ or / A /  in the 
same phrase. On a syllable containing three 
vowels, or a word final syllable ending in a 
voiced stop plus nasal, [I1] becomes glided 
['I-~]. Examples: ti36&o?l I learn, ti39&oi 2'-2 

we learn (du. incl.), ndo13?&'ho3 they touched 
him, m3b 6' beds, n3d6c ?2 wiq3khio' his sandals 
are new, wiq3khfo2 n3d6c?l his new sandals, 
lat3t&ogq1-2I buy, lat3t&ogq2 n13hw$' I buy 
corn. 

Low tone-stress has two main allophones: 
phrase final it is ['3] with a tendency to glide 
down a bit lower, especially on syllables con- 
taining a vowel cluster or a cluster of voiced 
stop plus nasal consonant; phrase medial i t  
is an up-glide ['3-2]. Examples: ndol3?A3ho3 
they spoke to him, nam3bd3 my hip, ko3?dgq3 
turkey, kat3t&03 my face, lat3t$on?3-2 koc3hi?l 
I'm afraid of a snake, lat3t$on?3-2 17g03~1?3 
I'm afraid of its tooth, lap1pe3 Eim3hyh3 I 
weave a palm mat. 

Glide tone-stress has two main allophones, 
both of which are falling glides: [ ' I -~]  oc-
curring phrase final, and ['2-3] occurring 
phrase medial. Examples: m3b that's 
enough, n3d8c your sandals, nam3b61-3 
black, la3?&ogq2-3 koc3hf?' I'll give i t  to the 
make, la3?&ogq2-3 q g ~ ~ c i ? ~I'll give him its 
tooth, la3?80gq2-3 13iq~g&i?l-~ I'll give i t  to the 
parrot. 

One must exercise care not to be confused 
by the intonation used in answering a ques- 
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tion, and hence usually employed by the 
informant when giving a form in response to 
the investigator's eliciting. The same intona- 
tion is used for naming objects in a series. 
It is characterized by pitch [2], and occurs as 
phonetic modification of the pitch of the 
phrase-final syllable. Phrase-final /'/ occurs 
as [I2], /'/ as [)3-2], as [)I-~], /A/  and unstressed 
syllables as [2]. Examples: waq3g6E2 bag, 
ta316gq2 chicken, mam3mb3-2 dish, Eiq3g$i?1-2 
parrot, Eib3by&lhagq2 leather, Bily3?B3h02 ad-
vice. Thorough study of Pame intonation 
has not been made. 

3.0. The morphophonemic changes de-
scribed in this section are those automatic 
ones which occur a t  morpheme boundaries 
within the 

3.1. Voiced stops are lost when occurring 
with the phoneme of nasalization. In fact, 
no sequence of w, *yd, or *yg occurs in 
the language. Examples: rothw$ my corn + 
-bm? > rothwslm? our corn (du.-pl. excl.), 
rothwsl my corn + -dn > rothw$n our corn 
(pl. incl.). (Cf. ta?wB my heart + -bm? > 
ta?wAbm? our hearts (du.-pl. excl.), ta?wA 
+ -dn > ta?wBdn our hearts (pl. incl.).) 

3.2. Vowels i and o have an effect upon 
following consonants. 

3.2.1. When an alveolar consonant t, d, 
c ,  s, n, 1, occurs singly (i.e., not in a con-
sonant cluster) preceded by a morpheme 
ending in i, the alveolar consonant is changed 
to the corresponding member of the velar- 
palatal series, in cluster with y if not other- 
wise palatal. In formula: i + t ,  d, c, s, n, 
1 > iky, igy, iF, i6, ivy (but iq word finally), 
ily, respectively. Examples: ski- + -trjhan? 
soap > skikyrjhan? your (sg.) soap (sg.); 

27 hi^ description is based on a study of 700 
nouns (including adjectives) made by the author, 
and an analysis of 120 verb paradigms made by 
my colleague Donald Olson. All changes are 
covered except for those occurring when verb- 
object suffixes are added; no thorough study of 
these has yet been made. 

ki- + d6a to walk > kigy6a you walk (sg.); 
snak$c? his wash-tub + -i > snak$iE? their 
wash-tub (du.) (by metathesis, see 3.4.); 
ni- + -s$s to play [music] > ni6$s you played 
(sg.); ki- + T >' (read, tone becomes low) 
+ -n$ tongue > kiqyh your tongue; sandBl 
soldier + -i > sandhily soldiers (du.). 

Preceded by i, the cluster nc is changed 
to nE, sn? to Bn?. In other clusters all alve- 
olar consonants are changed to the corre-
sponding velar-palatal consonants. Thus, 
following i, nc > nE, sn? > in?, nth > qkhy, 
nd > qgy, dn > gq, dn? > gq?, ?t > ?ky, 
17 > ly?, ch > Eh, dnt > gqky, etc. Ex- 
amples: ki- + -nc&o > kin660 you burn 
yourself; ri- + nth6i woman + -t > 
riqkhybiky women; ki- + -ndehedn? money 
> kiqgy khedn? your money; kimmya ?i you 
stand it up + -dn > kfmmya?aigq you 
(pl.) stand it up (with vowel expansion, see 
3.4.); kawkdn? priest + -i > kawkigq? 
priests (du.); wa?khe?t she sews + -i > 
wa?khi?ky they sew (du.) (with contraction 
of vowels, see 3.4.) ; qgowBhal? horse + 
-i > qgowhhaily? horses (du.); ni- + -chi? 
worm, snake > nidhi? its maggot; r6mmadnt 
my jiggers + -i > r6mmaigqky our jiggers 
(du. incl.). 

3.2.2. Certain stems insert w or o after 
the initial consonant or consonant cluster 
whenever the stem is preceded by a 
morpheme containing the back vowel (also 
when preceded by either morpheme of the 
shape m- - n- - 8- - 0- (zero), described 
in 3.5.2.). These stems mill be marked with 
the morphophonemic symbol W placed after 
the stem-initial consonant or consonant 
cluster, and will be termed LABIALIZING 

STEMS. (The insertion of o is rare but may 
occur between an alveolar consonant and a 
mid or high front vowel.) Examples: non-
+ -cWBs > noncwes mw sore, whereas 
ni- f n- f ~15~6s> ninE6s his sore (cf. non- 
f -c6 > nonce my plum); co- $ -cWi? + 
Gemination > coccd? my breast, whereas 
,xi- + -c\f~i?> ,xi,xf? her breast (cf. + 
-ci? > qgoci? his tooth); no- + -sWily? > 
noswily7 I washed it [dish], whereas la- + 
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-sWily? > lasily? I wash it (cf. no- + -s&iky 
> noskiky I told you); no- + -thWB?i > 
nothw67i my willow basket, whereas ni- + 
-thWB?i > nikhy67i her willow basket (cf. 
no- + - t h & ? ~> noth&?e my cold); no- + 
-t?W& $ > not?wb? my clothing (sg.), 
whereas ni- 4- -t?Wk? > nik?yb? his 
clothing; ago- + -dwihig7 > agod6ihiga 
tobacco, cigarette, whereas ni- + Ijf. (read, 
stress shifts to prefix) + -dwihigq > 
niggyihiga his tobacco, cigarette (cf. ko- + 
-d&?a > kod&?a your place to lie down) ; 
ko- + -nhW1? > konh~vl?his throat, whereas 
ka- + -hi? > kahBi? my throat (cf. ko- + 
-nhl > konh$ here); no- + -n?wGhe? + 
T >' > non?Qehe? my path, whereas ni- + 
-n?WGhe? > ni17?Che? your path; qgo- + 
1- + -thWB?i > qgolhwB?i willow basket 
(cf. ago- + 1- + -thi > agolhi cane) (with 
loss of t as explained in 3.5.3.); n- + 1- + 
-thWB?i > nlhw67i willow baskets (cf. n- + 
1- + -thi > nlhi cane (pl.); ro- + -khWB? 
> rokhwb my beans, whereas ri- + -khWB7 

> rikhyk? his beans. 

3.3. Lowering and loss of certain vowels 
occurs before a bilabial consonant or a 
medial 7. 

3.3.1. Before a bilabial consonant i > e: 
skiY smoke + -p > ski?hp its smoke. When 
certain vowel clusters are followed by any 
suffix beginning with a bilabial consonant, 
loss or reduction of vowels takes place. The 
second member of the clusters ao, EO, io, 
eo, ei and oi28 is lost, and the cluster ai is 
reduced to E; then i is replaced by e before 
the bilabial c o n s ~ n a n t . ~ ~  re-This loss and 
duction occurs whether or not the vowels 

The stem -p6i manure  is the only exception 
noted: ippBbm? our manure (excl.) < i- + Gemina-
tion + -p6i + -bm?; mphBpt their manure  < 
m- + h- + -p6i + -pt. This irregularity cannot be 
explained by a stem alternant in any regular 
distribution of stem alternants, since the first 
person singular form, as well as the dual and plural 
inclusive, contain 6i. 

20 Except in mi?ip his  enemy ,  where some speak- 
ers have a higher vowel before -p than in ski?bp 
i t s  smoke. The stem is seen in mi?iok m y  enemy;  
mi?io- + -p > mi?ip. 
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are followed by 7; the 7 is lost before b 
but retained before p. Examples: kattho 
my face + -bm? > katthbm? our faces 
(excl.); r6mmeo? my chamales [a 
famine food] + -bm? > r6mrnebm7 our 
chamales (excl.); rikkjoq hulled corn + -p 
> rikkemp her hulled corn; ro- + -ddio 
dryness + -bm? > roddkbm? our dryness, 
extreme thirst (pl. excl.); sta??6ogq my 
broom + -bm? > sta?Xbm? our broom 
(excl.); takhigq my grinding stone + -bm? > 
takBbm? our grinding stone (excl.) ; konhbi 
my abdomen + -bm? > konhbbm? our 
abdomen (excl.); rattbi my grandmother, or 
grandchild woman speaking + -bm? > 
rattbbm? our grandmother (excl.); naakhbi? 
trousers + -p > naakhd?p his trousers; 
qgobiti messenger + -pt > agobkpt their 
messenger; nambiti my messenger + -bm? > 
namb Cbm? our messenger (excl.) ; nimbygi? 
song + -p > nimbyc?p his song. 

The cluster oa, however, remains un-
changed followed by a bilabial consonant: 
n6ddoa my century plant + -bm? > 
n6ddoabm 7 our century plant (excl.) . 

The cluster ao in the sequence a01 remains 
unchanged followed by a bilabial consonant: 
ninditol? sugar + -p > ninEitolp his sugar 
(but rinEito?t sugar (pl.) + -p > rinE&?p 
his sugar (pl.)). 

In two-syllable stem morphemes the vowel 
of the second syllable always occurs un-
stressed and is separated from the vowel of 
the first syllable by either 7 or h. Thus the 
vowels of the morpheme form an interrupted 
sequence, which we will indicate by V-V. 
Before a bilabial consonant, a-o > a-a, 
E-o > E-E, e-o > e-e, e-i > e-e, o-i > 0-0, and 
a-i > E-E. I t  may be noted that, in all cases 
but the last, the second vowel has been re-
placed by a vowel of the same quality as the 

first the sequence. A 
parallel exists between the loss of the second 
member of a vowel cluster before a bilabial 
consonant, and the loss of the quality, 
though not the occurrence, of the second 
vowel of an interrupted vowel sequence. 
That is, as far as the quality of the vowels 
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is concerned, ao > a parallels a-o > a-a; 
ai > E parallels a-i > E-E, etc. Examples: 
staqgAho- ribs + -p > staqgAhap his ribs; 
qgomz$?o god-parent, god-child + -pt > 
qgomz$?apt their god-parent, good-child; ta- + 
-2670 to see how i t  is + -bm? > ta?h?ebm? 
we see how it is (excl.); nal?$hoq ox-goad + 
-pt > nal?$hempt their ox-goad; toll&hi? I 
remove i t  + -bm? > toll6hebm? we remove it 
(excl.); n6mm~hiP my squash + -bm? > 
n6mmphom? our squash (excl.); qgob&?i 
domesticated animal + -pt > qgobh?ept 
their domesticated animal; Bi- + -wAhi whip
+ bR (read, b replacive) + -pt > Biby8-
he?pt their whip. 

3.3.2. When by the addition of a s u f i ,  a 
word-final becomes word-medial, a pre-
ceding contiguous i > e, ei > e: kochi? 
make + -t > koch62ky makes; Eiqg&i? 
parrot + -t > Biqg&?ky parrots. 

3.4. The suffix -i, indicating dual in nouns 
and verbs, is the only s u f i  containing a 
vowel. The vowel s u f i  undergoes metathesis 
with any stem-final consonant or consonant 
cluster, except that stem-final gq or q is lost 
when -i is suffixed. Examples: nothhs + -i > 
nothQiB our ankle bone (du. incl.) ;skam&l?+ 
-i > skamgily? leeches (du.); sn&nhG?en + 
-i > sn&nhg?eiq their pet-names (du.); 
tal6gq + -i > tal6i chickens (du.); snah- 
h6ogv + -i > snahheoi their (du.) balance 
scales; nothbgq + -i > nothbi our saint 
(du.inc1.); kyw& + -i > kyw4i men (du.). 

The only consonant suffix which -i may 
follow is -p. In speech variety A it follows -p, 
but only voicelessly: manop his life + -i > 
man6pi their lives (du.). In speech variety J, 
dual -i precedes -p, and being a second 
member of a vowel cluster is lost before a 
bilabial (see 3.3.1) : manGp their lives (du.). 

Contraction of vowel clusters occurs when 
suffur -i is added to a FAST unstressed syllable 
(for definition of FAST syllable, see 1.2.) of a 
stem containing an interrupted sequence of 
identical vowels. The stem vowel in such a 
syllable is so reduced that it is considered 
lost phonemically, and is equivalent to the 
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vowel on-glide of /i/ which occurs in a-i, E-i, 
o-i stems. (For allophones [+I, lei], Iwi] see 
2.3.)30 Examples: mm&?a he shouts + -i > 
mm&?i they shout (du.), (cf. mmi  Pi he stands, 
where no -i has been added); qgomehe? his 
hat + -i > qgom&hi? their (du.) hat(s); 
sname?e + -i > sname?i their mesh bag 
(du.) ;ndow6he + -i > ndowhhi they carried 
i t  o$ (du.); kohw&?a + -i > kohw&?i they 
arrived (du.) ; stak?6ahadn? + -i > stakp-
6ahigq our planes (du.inc1.) ; nd6hwa ?a + 
-i > nd6hwa?i they brought it (du.) ;skihye?-
egq + -i > skihye?i your (du.) hook(s); 
16ppo?ogq + -i > 16ppo?i they alternate it 
(du.). 

The stem vowel is retained, however, in a 
FAST unstressed syllable when -i is suffixed 
to a stem containing an interrupted sequence 
of non-identical vowels.31 Examples : ndo-
wiho? + -i > ndowihoi? they looked (du.) ; 
nd6hwg?ok + -i > nd6hwg7oiky they paid 
me (du.). 

Vowels o, a, E, are retained before -i in 
SLOW syllables (for definition see 1.2.). 
Examples: 16~20 + -i > 16c?oi they spoil it 
(du.); kohw$?al + -i > kohwA?aily they 
arrived [over there] (du.) . 

30 An alternate interpretation would be very 
plausible: to  consider this contraction as occurring 
on the subphonemic level only, retaining phonemic 
clusters of ai, ei, oi, in FAST syllables. This would 
make a neater morphological statement for syl- 
lables containing the suffix -i; but the parallel 
between the interrupted vowel sequence patterns 
in two-syllable stems and the vowel clusters in 
one-syllable stems (see 3.3.1.), plus the fact that  
the on-glide cannot always be detected in fast 
speech, seems to me to outweigh the former 
argument. The fact is, there is neutralization in 
FAST syllables between /a/ + /-i/ and the phoneme 
/i/ in the interrupted stem sequence a-i, etc. 
Phonetically ["i] and [wi] occur alike in both cases 
and must be interpreted alike phonemically (no 
cluster of ei occurs in stems). Those occurrences 
of [Vi] resulting from the suffixation of -i would be 
more easily described as phonemic p i / ;  those 
which occur in simple stems would be more easily 
described as /i/. Any single phonemic interpreta- 
tion for both must necessarily be awkward a t  
some point. 

31 One irregular stem has been observed: m6ho 
he l ives ,  i s  there + -i > mEhi t h ey  l ive ,  a re  there (du.) 
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Expansion of the vowel on-glide allophone 
of /i/ to /ai/ in the interrupted sequence a-i 
occurs in SLOW syllables: w6mrna7aigqky 
they are standing (cf. mm8 Pi he is standing). 

A cluster of twoi's normally reduces to one: 
nth6i + -i > nth6i women (du.) ;mm&?i+ 
-i > mm86 they stand (du.). Some speakers 
retain the cluster aii, however, when -i is 
suffixed after a stressed stem peak ai: 
nihybigq + -i > nihy6ii they remained (du.). 

The vowel e is lost before -i in a SLOW 

stressed syllable with some speakers; other 
speakers retain e in words like the follon~ing: 
lo?w&dn?+ -i > lo?wigq? or lo?w&igq they 
curse (du.); lihh + -i > lihi or lihhi they are 
alone (du.). With all speakers e is lost before 
-i in a FAST stressed syllable: kolw6 + -i > 
kolwi owls (du.). 

3.6. The effect of consonants upon con-
sonants includes regressive and progressive 
assimilation, metathesis, substitution, loss, 
and reduction of consonant clusters. 

3.6.1. Regressive assimilation according 
to the point of articulation occurs when the 
suffixes -t, -p, or -pt are added to a stem 
having final nasal consonant or a cluster of 
voiced stop plus nasal. Thus, q + -t > nt, 
gq + -t > dnt, n + -p > mp, dn + -p > 
bmp, gq + -pt > bmpt. Examples: ri- + 
kyw4q man + -t > rikyw4nt men; ko26gq 
turkey + -t > ko?bdnt turkeys; mandhq 
elbow + -p > mandhp his elbow; skitchadn- 
embarrassment + -p > skitchabmp his em- 
barrassment; qkhwigq saliva + -pt > 
qkhw6bmpt their saliva. 

3.5.2. Progressive assimilation occurs fol- 
lowing the allomorphs m- - n- - q- of two 
homophonous morphemes, (1) meaning 
plural absolute-i.e., plural of the unpos- 
sessed of certain nouns, and (2) meaning non- 
first-person possessive of the plural of certain 
nouns. Stem-initial voiceless stops not in 
cluster with h, are voiced by progressive 
assi~nilation.~~ + -p6hoExamples: m- + 7-

a2 In  verbs there is an unreal-progressive aspect 
prefix n- which does not voice the following stem- 
initial voiceless stop: ntdmmi if I had. 
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seat > nlbp6ho seats, (but m- + -ph&i + 
-t > mph&iky pigs); n- + -t6gq > nd6gq 
.flowers, q- + -kw& > q@v& trees, q- + 
-k?WBZS > qg?w6B papers, books, m- + 
-p6ho > mb6ho your, his seats, n- + -tAo > 
nd&o his eyes, q- + -kw&?a > qgwB?a your, 
his huge tamales [containing eggs or whole 
chicken]. 

These morphemes have another al-
lomorph, zero, symbolized 0- ,  which occurs 
before stem-initial 2, h, n, or w. In all their 
allomorphs these two morphemes may be 
conceived of as containing a zero back 
vowel, since they occur with labialization of 
a following stem-initial consonant or con-
sonant cluster when the stem is a labializing 
one (see 3.2.2.). Examples: 0-+ -?Wi$i + -t 
> ?wQiky mosquitoes; 0-+ -hW$? > hw$? 
thorns, whereas ri- + -hW$? > rihy$? its 
thorns; 0- + -nhp > nhp wells; 0- + 
-w$hal? + -t > whhalt? horses. 

3.6.3. Allomorphs 7- -h--1-- t--bR 
(read "b replacive") of the morphemes 
GENERALIZER in nouns, third person plural 
in verbs, occur affixed to stems, with the 
following changes in affix and stem-initial 
consonant(s). 

The 2- and h- undergo metathesis with 
stem-initial consonants or consonant clus-
ters. In cluster with 2-, stem-initial p > p?, 
k > k?,  m > m?, c > c?, cW > c?w, nc > 
nc? (which, in turn, becomes nE? following 
i), nd > nd?. In cluster with h-, stem-
initial p > ph, k > kh, kW > khw, m > mh, 
n > nh. Examples: qgo- + 2- + -p6ho > 
qgop ?6ho seat; &ik?Bhel? (stem -k6hel?) belt; 
qgok?w$-hol? (-k ?Whhol?) fence ; rim 7-

ehept (-m6ho) their homes; nc 78?p (-ci 7) 

their teeth; qgoc ?w6?) clay pot; Sin6 ?oh0 7-

(-ncoho>) chair; rand? 6hebmpt (-nd 6hedn 7) 

their money; qgoph6i (-p6i) manure (sg.); 
Sikhy&ol? (-kit01 2) hammock cradle; qkhwigq 
(-kWigq) saliva; mhfoq (-mtoq) cooked stew; 
nanhha (-nha) a plow; kanhbmpt (-nhoq) 
their heads. 

Before 2- and h-, stem-initial s > c, and 
clusters of identical nasals, stops or sibilants 
in the stem reduce to one: h- + s > ch, 
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h- + sW > chw, ?- + ss > c? (becoming 
E ?  after i), h- + pp > ph, h- + mm > mh, 
h- + nn > nh, ?- + mm > m?, 7- + 
t t  > t?. Examples: tachito? (-sbo?) they'll 
study; qgochwi (-sW1) piece of fire-wood, 
kid ?ehigq (-ssWehigq) food; BiphyE (-ppe) 
ribbon, womhb (-mm8) they lose, Biqhywhpt 
(-nnha) their noses, wam ?Qhi (-mmhhi?) 

they deny i t ,  9ik?$he?t (-tt$he?t) marriage. 
In cluster with h-, stem-initial nd > nth, 

v ~ W> qkhW; in cluster with ?-, 11 > t t? .  
Examples : witnthqi (-ndhi) they enlarge it, 
ndoqkhwho? (-qgWAo?) they greeted him, 
watt%hi? (-116hi?) they remove it. 

In  cluster with 1-, stem-initial h > lh, 
? > l?, d > l?; t > l?  if the stem contains a 
medial h, t > lh if the stem contains a medial 
? or is a one-syllable stem; th > lh, t 2 > l?, 
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nh > lh, n ?  > 1 2 ,  nd > lh, ggy > 1~?y .  
Examples: lalhhiky (-hhiky) they will fan, 
Bily?Qogq (-26ogq) broom, B i l ~ ? ~ 6  (-d6) medi- 
cine, qgol?itho (-tbho) work, qgolhb2ept 
( - t6k)  their necktie or donkey-bell, qgolh4o 
(-t$o) song, lhbgq (-tbgq) they guard it, 
qgolh6?E (-the?&) tamale, qgol?wb? (-t ?Wb?) 
clothing (sg.), qgolhb ?pt (-nhb ?) their name, 
kol?cq (-n ?iq) pudding, lh$o (-nd4o) they 
sing, 1hhiE 2 (-ndBiE 2) they like it, kily?ye 
(-ggye) letters, writing. 

In cluster with t-, stem-initial h > th, 
11 > t t ,  w v  > pp, n ?  > nd?. Examples: 
Bikhywat (-hwat) pardon, tattkodnt (-llkogq) 
they ride mounted, w6ppigq ( - d g q )  they 
gather it, skand ?hi (-n ?hi) hand, hand-
breadth. 

In cluster with bR, stem-initial w > b, 
pp > bb. Examples: Bibybos (-wbos) shawl, 
b b b k p  (-pp&?ep) they help him. 

3.5.4. Fricatives are substituted for the 
corresponding affricates before stops and 
nasals. In this position, c > s, E > 9. 
(Whether a stem-final ? is lost, or remains 
with metathesis, depends upon the particular 
suffix and speech variety. The ? is lost before 
-k, -by, -k?, -k?y, -p, -pt, -bm?, -k?q, and 
-kq; it remains before -t and -dn, undergoing 
metathesis. In verbs, ? remains also in the 
one combination E? + -kq > d?n.) Ex- 

amples: nlhdc? + -pt > nlh6spt their 
sandals; BikyBiE? + -k > BikyAiBky my 
cracker(s); waqg6E + -k? > waqg66kP your 
bag; BikldE? lamp + -pt > Bikki6pt their 
lamp, and the pattern more common to 
speech variety J is snalliE? his lamp + -t > 
snall16t? their lamp; stallid? + -dn > 
stall%n? our lamp (pl.inc1.); stalliE? + -bm? 
> stallign? or stalllg?n our lamp (du.-pl. 
excl); snawbhac? his dough dish + -t > 
snawbhast? their dough dish; skiwydhec? 
your (sg.) umbrella(s) + -dn > skiwy6hesn7 
your (pl.) umbrella(s); staw6hec? my um-
brella + -bm? > stawkhesn? or staw6hesh 
our umbrella(s) (du.-pl.exc1.). 

3.5.5. Stem-final stops (including the 
cluster ky) are lost before -p. The stops 
include stem-final ? only when it is in a con- 
sonant cluster. Thus, t + -p > p, ky + 
-pt > pt, ?t + -pt > ?pt, l?  + -pt > lpt 
or simply lp, dn? + -pt > bmpt. Examples: 
98t + -p > 68p his cloth; Bilyhbiky + -pt > 
Bil~hbpt their fan(s); Bil~?$he?t+ -pt > 
Bily?$he?pt their spurs; 6ilyhtl? + -pt > 
Bilyh;lp their shirt; ra- + ?- + -nd&hedn?+ 
-pt > rand?&hebmpt their money. 

3.5.6. The following reductions of con-
sonant clusters occur when any suffix con- 
taining a stop and a nasal (viz., -bm?, -dn, 
-t?n, -tn, -k?q, -kq) is suffixed to a stem 
having a final consonant or consonant 
cluster. 

The suffix stop is lost unless the stem ends 
in a single ?: t + -dn > tn;  s + -dn > sn; 
1~+ -dn > lyn; 17 + -dn > l?n; but + 
-tn > ?tn. Examples: tdppslt + -dn > 
tdppqtn we foretell, guess, invent (pl.inc1.); 
tokkwits + -dn > tokkwbsn you do it 
straight, right (pl.); skiwyit?aily + -dn > 
skiwyit ?ailyn your curing ceremony (pl.); 
tiqgyho? + -tn > tiqgyho?tn we rest (p1.-
inc1.).33 Many more examples of this loss in 
other combinations of consonants will be 
seen below, where the reduction involves 
other processes. 

"The form fllhyatn we arise (pl. incl.) may 
appear like an exception, but there is evidence for 
a plural alternant -nhgt of the stem -nhas to arise. 
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The stem-final stop is lost, as well as the 
suffix stop, in the rare final cluster mp, and 
taro m's reduce to one: mp + -bm? > m?, 
as in ton?6hemp + -bm? > ton?ihem? we 
endure it (excl.). Stem-final t is replaced by 

between two n's: nt + -dn > ntn > n?n, 
as in rikywGnt + -dn > rikywGn?n you 
men. 

The suffix nasal is assimilated to the point 
of articulation of the stem-final consonant 
(except stem-final 7, gq, or q) : p + -t?n > 
p?m; ?p + -kq > ?pm; k + -dn > kq; 
l?  + -bm? > 1 ?n (A) or In? (J). Examples: 
tiqye?ep + -t?n > tiqye?ep?m we appease 
him (du.-pl.exc1.); kiB&?p + -kq > kiBit?pm 
you (pl.) teach him; skihykiky + -dn > 
skihykik? your fan (pl.) ; stahGl? + -bm? > 
stahGl?n or stahGln? our shirt (du.-pl.exc1.). 

The reduced cluster never contains more 
than one 7. A in stem or suffix undergoes 
metathesis with a nasal or a cluster of voiced 
stop plus nasal to final position: ? + -dn > 
dn?; ? + -bm? > bm?; ~q + -t?n > ~ n ? ;  
jl + -t?n > iq?; gq + -k?q > g??. Ex- 
amples: skindoho? your chair + -dn > 
skindohodn? your chair (pl.); sthncoho? m y  
chair + -bm? > stitncohobm? our chair 
(excl.);ti- + -he09 + -t ?n > tiheon? we are 
happy (du-excl.); wit- + -n?jq + -t?n > 
witn?jq? we are sick (pl.exc1.); tiggykogq + 
-k?q > tiggy kogq? you get yourselves ready. 

With a reduced cluster of fricative plus 
nasal, or liquid plus nasal, ? undergoes 
metathesis with the nasal in speech variety 
(A), while in (J) the ? remains in final 
position: s + -bm? > s?n (A) or sn? (J) ; 
B + -bm? > g?n (A) or Bn? (J); 17 + 
-bm? > l?n (A) or In? (J); 1~ + -bm? > 
ly?n (A) or lyn? (J). Examples: nos$s + 
-bm? > nos$s?n or nos4sn? we played 
(excl.); nok?w68 + -bm? > nok?w6B?n or 
nok?w68n our paper, book (excl.); stakbhel? 
+ -bm? > stak6helb or etakdheln? our belt 
(excl.); stawit'aily + -bm > staw& ?aily?n 
or stawit ?ail% our curing ceremony (excl.). 

A ? in the stem remains without metathe- 

sis, however, before a voiceless stop: + 
-kq > ?kV; ?p + -kq > ?pm; ?p + -dn > 
?pm; ?t + -t?n > ?tn. Examples: nfmbyai? 
+ -kq > nimbyai?kq our music (pl.inc1.); 
kiBit?p + -kq > kiB&?pm you teach him 
(pl.); ta- + -sit?p + -dn > tasit?pm we 
teach him (pl.inc1.); tikkyehept + -t?n > 
tikkyeheptn we are married ( e ~ c l . ) . ~ ~  

Before ally suffix containing a ?, a stem- 
final ? is lost and the suffix ? takes a position 
between the voiceless stop and the nasal: 
p + -bm? > p?m; p + -t?n > p?m; t + 
-bm? > t?n; ? + -k?q > k?q; after k the 
speech varieties differ: k + -bm? > k?q (J) 
or kq? (A). Examples: konnkp + -bm? > 
konnkp ?m our well (excl.); tiqye ?ep + 
-t ?n > tiqye?ep?m we appease him (excl.); 
tokkw6?et + -bm? > tokkw6?et?n we de- 
fend him (excl.); nimbyai? + -k?g > nim-
byqik?g your(p1.) music;stahkiky + -bm? > 
stahkik?q or stahkikq our fan (excl.). 

Stem-final gq or q is assimilated to the 
point of articulation of the suffur (except 
where a preceding i prevents) :q + -bm > 
m?; non-iVq + -dn > Vn; ID + -t?n > 177; 
non-i T7q + -t?n > n?  (J) or n?n (A); 
gq + -bm? > bm?; gq + -dn > dn. Ex- 
amples: t 6 t t~ iq  + -bm? > t 6 t t ~ e m ?we sur- 
render over (excl.); stak$?aq + -dn > 
stak$?an our ransom (pl.inc1.); wit- + 
-n?jq + -t?n > w&n?iq?we are sick (p1.-
excl.); ti- + -heog + -t?n > tiheon? we are 
happy (excl.) timhy 6q + -t?n > timhyen?n 
(A) or timhygn? (J) we play [a game] (excl.); 
stattitogq + -bm? > stattitbm? our pur-
chase(~)(excl.); skikkyitogq + -dn > skik-
kyhodn your purchase(s) (pl). Where no trace 
of the suffix would remain, two nasals re-
main: igq + -tn > igqn; ig + -tn > iqn; 
q + -kn > qn (A) or qq (J). Examples: 
tihyitigq + -tn > tihyitigqn we remain 
(pl.inc1.); ndan?jq + -tn > ndanpfqn we 
got sick (pl.inc1.); piqgyw& + -kq > piqgy-
w4qn or piqgywdqq our skeletons (pl.inc1.). 

34 An irregularity of the voiceless stop being 
lost is observed in ti?ehi? + -tn > ti?Chi?q we call 
ourselves (pl.inc1.). 


